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Holland City
vol. XIV.— NO.

HOLLAND,

34.

26,

WHOLE

1885.

The Holland City Hews
Capt. T. Woltman, of Chicago,is

will confer

vis-

tendent, or

iting relativesId this city.

with L. T. Kanters,Superin- The fruit taking the prize to
Mri. H. Wykhuysen, Assis- giver of premium.

Pemink &

Bro., are

provements in

§u?itte0$ gwectotnComaluloaMircbut.

t>EACH, W. H. Commlsilon Merchant, and

D

their

Senior clan, 5 males.
Junior class, 5 males

Sored by a Boll

making some im-

Two men

bakery.

representing McOmber

dealer In Grain, Flonr and Produce. Hieheet
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick new store in the Post building next week.
etore, corner Eighth and Pith streets.

well.

&

Sophomoreclass,

^

employed

as a

Freshman

make

a

datejiere.

head lowered and struck him on the

runlturs.
last

Captain Ed. Harring- and atrack

K. Ranters & Sons have just received
00., Dealers In all
Ifl kinds of Fnrnltnre.Cnrtalns,
Wall Paper, a car load of drain tile which they will ton extended a general invitation to all
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frames, etc.; River St.
our citizensto accompany him on his last
Oeseral Dtalin.

XT’AN PUTTEN,

G. A SONS, GeneralDealers in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and
Caps, Flonr, Provisions,etc. River street.

V

came
him on the aide of the

hip; backing

/t)N Thursday

aud S

females;

10 males and 18

females;

class, 11 males

total 10.

“B”

class,

m

total 82.

was the guest of Miss Annie Welrsema companies will not hesitate to

MEYER, BROUWER A

7 males.

class, 10 males.

PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT.

“A"

“C"

up

the animal

left

again
head.

and 10 females;

class, 28 males

total 88.

U

week.

2 females;

day laborer In the charcoal

fits at East Saugat uck. He has the good
The “White Coon” has arrived in HolThe plays which Tucker’s Comedy ComDrugs ail Ueilclnei.
ortune to own a cow and has been pasland. Call at Pessink’s and ask for one. pany will render here will probably bo
T\OE8BDRG. J. 0. Dealer in Drags and Medlturing It in a neighbor’s pasture during
cines, Palntt and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Phy“Hazel Kirke,” “Divorced,”“Hidden the summer. On Sunday night he went
The late frosts have not injured the
sicians prescriptionscarefnllypnt np. Eighth ot.
Hand," “Toby Twinkle,” and “Banker’s
to get hie cow, intendingto take the aniTTAN PUTT BN, Wm., Dealer in Drags, MedU verdure of any of the young men of this Daughter.”The admission will be low,
mal home with him. On hli way across
V cines, Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W. city.
and as it is a good company it is hoped
Van den Serge's Family Medicines. River Street.
the pasture he was attackted by the bull
Miss Annie Presham, of Muskegon, they may be well patronizedso that good which came at him on a full jump with

this

and

total 7.

Cunningham,manufacturers of Acoustic Last Sunday evening at about eight
Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Dalman, telephones, have been here this week o’clock, Reinder Wievers,of East Saugaintroducing their instrumentfor use on uck, came near being killed by an Inflon Thursday, Sept. 24, a girl.
ated bull. Wiever is a man of fifty
short llnei. Dr. Kremers has put up a
Yates* Kane expect to be in their line from his house to his etore. It works yean, has a wife and six children, and is

Iness.

683.

academic department.

belong to the

tant Superintendent.

every Saturday.

NO.

Parties desiringto mske exhibits of prices, for the best and most varied col- the following number in the several deflowers, plants, and shrubs at the Pair lection of grapes displayed at the Fair, partmentsand classei:

LOCAL ITEMS.
A Weekly Newspaper published

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

MICH.,

ews.

N

D"

class,

20 males and 8 females;

total 28.

Making a

total attendance in the college

of 186.
— § § §—
In the TheologicalSeminary, which is
located at Hope college, but separate

and

distincttherefrom, we find the same corpi
of instructorsas last year, as follows:

The third time the animal atruok him Us
Rev. N. M. Steffens,D. D., Professor in
horn entered the fallen man’s neck and Didactic and Polemic Theology, Hebrew,
sell at bottom figures.
trip with the Macatawa this year before when it raised its head the man was imOld Testament Exegesis, Homiletics, PasMr. Peter Boomsluiter,of Chicago, “laying up” for the season. Fully two paled on the animal’s horns. The arrival toral Theology and Encyclopedia.
an old Holland boy, was here this week hundred responded and accepted the in- of the owner of the bull started the aniRev. P. Moerdyke, of Grand Rapids,
vitation.The afternoon was pleasant mal off in another direction and the in- Professorof New Testament, Greek and
ooking up old friends. ,
— »
and a most delightful time was enjoyed jured man was taken to the house. Drs, Exegesis, Hermeneutics and Archeology.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Blom were made happy
by all who went. Stops were made at Mabbs, of Fillmore, and Best, of this
Rev. H. E. Dosker, of Grand Haven,
this week by the advent into their family
Bosma’s vineyard on the north side of the city, were summoned. On examinat^n i Professor of Sacred History and Ecclesiof a bouncing baby girl.
Bay, the Park, and at Scott’sGrove. On was fonnd that the man’s left hip was disastical History.
Rev. A. S. Jenkinb, of Holton, Mich. J the return to the dock in this city, Mr. G. located and his law bone broken in two
The number of students attending this
VanSchelven
was
appointed
by those on places, and hia cheek bone broken
will occupy the pulpit of the M. E.,
department is 8, as follows: Senior 1,
board to thank the Captain for the ride. pieces. The horn tore a wound about

-

Botsli,

/“UTY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors,
aj ThAonly'flrst-classhotel In the city. Is located In the boslness center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms In the
state, Free bus in connection with the hotel.

nHfENIX HOTEL.

Jas. Ryder, proprietor,
Located near the C. & W. M. R’y depot, has
good facilities for the travelingpublic,and Its
table Is unsurpassed. Free hack for accommo- Church'
dation of guests.

x

ti-morrow,Sunday.

Middle 4, Junior 8.

He performed this task

Two mirages of

the east shore of

Lake

is his usual

happ;

four inches in the neck, entering near the

-8

8

8-

vein. Despite all these brusises
Among the appointments for the curMichigan were distinctlyseen by our citiand breaks, the man, under the skillfu rent year we notice the following: LibraTTAVER&ATE. G. j., Livery and Boarding
The meanest of all mean and low acts
XX Stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al- zens this week. Both occurred early in was that perpetrated on a gentlemen from treatment of hia physicians,is in a fair rian, Prof. G. J, Kollen; Secretary of
ways be relied on. Qn Fish street, near Scott’s
way of recovery and will be fully re Academic Faculty,Prof. O.Doesburg; Secthe morning.
hotel.
Fillmoreon last Saturday night. He was
stored in a short time.
retary of PreparatoryFaculty, Prof. J, H.
VTIBBELINK.J.H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Abram Van Zwaluwenbcrg, of I in the city with a young colt and while
ii Ninth street, near Market
Kleiuheksel;Chorister, Mr. H. Y. S.
A Terrible Accident.
Drenthe,left this city last Monday for Ann getting shaved late In the evening some
Peeke,
Organist,aum
Miss Lillie
Jones. Mr.
reeac; urgHuisi,
uuuo uuuua.
Vinufsetorlet,
Mill, Shops, Sto.
Arbor, where he will resume his studies in "toughs” unhitched the horse took it ant
For a number of years there has been a j B N kerk la a|so tttcher o( T00,|
drove around the city, and when done
pAUBLS, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors pharmacy and
portablesawmill near the dividing line I mugic
of Plugger Mills . Manufacturers of now Pro—
with it jumped out of the buggy and gave I- ____
___ >1. I
Mats) I
cess Floor, Near foot of Eighth street.
between the towoshlps of Blendon and
Eclipse of the moon last Wednesday the young horse a vigorouacut with the
-8 § 8TTAN RAALTE, B., dealear In Farm imple- night between 12 and 2 o’clock. We did
aQd let it run# Fortunately the Zeeland. This mill has had numerous The members of the faculty are all well
V mente and machinery. Cor. River and not stay up long enough to find out the coU wafl 8t0ppe(i near the track by a rai owners, and is at present located on known, having been connected with the
Ninth Streets.
ground that is now the subject of a legal nstltutlonfor a series of years, with the
exact time this event took
| road man ijefore aDy damage was done.
PhyiloUni.
contest between Mr. Jennison, of Jenniexception of Profs. Sutpben and AnderA. Seif ha» been making mao; Improv- The parties eacaped without identification
DEBT, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
sonville,and Mr. Jordan, of Kalamazoo, son, who have recently been appointed.
iJ found in his office in First Ward D)rug Store, menta around his brewery on Tenth street. «><i consequently escaped arrest. Men
’his mill was the scene of a terrible acclon Eighth street.
They are both men under middle age.
He has built a large beer cellar and has who are guilty ot such depredationsueent on last Saturday, by which Mr. Prof. Sutphen is a graduate of Rutger’s
TT’REMERS, B.., Physicianand Surgeon. ResJA. idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St. made some additions to his buildings. serve to be strung np by the thumbs.
Christian De Jong came near losing his College, New Brunswick, N. J., of the
Office at the drag store of Kremers A Bangs.. Office boars from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and from 5 to 6 p.m
We understandthat new music is be- We are requested again to call attention fe. There were three men employed in glass of 1875. Except one year, devoted to
Llvsry aud Bile BtaUei.

jugular

inner.

-

-chemistry.

L

_

A

A «

A

-M

...

1^

place.

the mill, Mr. De Jong being head sawyer,
E.. Physician and Surgeon. Office log rehearsed here, for Tucker’s Comedy to the “labor bee" on our fair grounds on
at residence on the corner of River and
and the ostensible owner. On Saturday
Eleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr. Company which plays every eve Ring at I Monday and Tuesday of next week. At
morning at ten o’clock,something being
Ledeboer.
iyceum Opera House during the
the meeting of the executive board held
--last Thursday, arrangements were made the matter with the pump supplying the
Witobii sad Jmlry.
Grand Rapids is still “up stump” on ^ haY0 on the gr0UD(j8material for the >oiler with water, the mill was stopped
1>REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
AJ dealer In fancy goods. Corner of Market the question of raising funds for the Sol- bulldlDg 0f the stalls, sheds, offices, etc., and repairs were commenced. Mr. De
and Eighth streets.
diers’ Home. The prospects are very fav- g0 tjMt all
jabor wbicb miy bo offered Jong, as the engine stopped, took occa-

-

\TATE8, 0.

X

-

fair.

^

tion."Hope

T1TYKBUY8EN,

H., dealer in Watches,Clocks, orable for a re-opening
Jewelryand Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Cedar streets.

VV

of the “site quea- on

,

b(Jth tbege dayg can

^

milized to the sion

to tighten a belt,

M

other studies,he has since bis graduation
been engaged in teaching at Somerville,
N.

J. Prof Anderson

and

is

a southernman,

Columbia college,South

a graduate of

Carolina. He has taught

for a

number of

years at Tuscaloosa, Alabama, in an in-

stitution connected with the Presbyterian
and for this purpose church. He spent the summer as instruc-

umped down into a sort of pit under the tor in Prof. Harper’s Hebrew school st
saw. The men fixing the pump, not Chautauqua, N. Y. Both come highly
Tee Ladies' AhTsoclety of
machanic. and l^rer. haYe .h
mowing that he was there, started the en- recommended, and appear to be wideChurch
will hold a aocial at the house of re.dy eipre»ed their wllllngneu to lend
fsfiriieis.
gine slowly. Mr. De Jong on seeing the awake and energetic men.
Prof. Chas. Scott on Friday evening,
“d “ *e 1“e J “
aw move, attempted to get out, and fellj
—8 8 8 ~
2nd. All interested are cordially Invited
flrat » lhe r* '
‘‘T n such a manner that the saw struck him,
X. 0. Of 0. r.
The Committee on Improvements on the
may be a general turn out to crowd the
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent
work to completion. Arrangementsare iterally tearing off hi* left arm and cut part of the Connell have agreed upon the
Order of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings 10
at Odd Fellow’s Hall, Holland, Mich., on Tuesday
ting off his shoulder blade and a portloi ground-planfor the residence of the PresEngineer George W. Bannister,of the I being made to supply the “labor bee"
eveningof each week.
of the collar bone. It waa a terribl
Visiting brothers are cordiallyInvited.
dent. The site selected It on Tenth
Chicago * West Michigan railway, with yarm coffee and a good lunch.
J. Kbuisimoa, N. G.
wound. Drs Hulzengu, of Zeeland,an< street, opposite the residence of Ex-Mayor
L. D. B Aldus, R. B.
who is considered quite a “Dutchman," a movement is on foot to petitionthe Kremers, of this city, were summone
K. Schaddelee. It is intended to hive the
has given up the business
common Council to establish alleys six- and attended the suffering man. The ci t
F. A A. X.
foondstionwalls completed this fall, and
A Regular Communicationof Unitt Lodos, It costa too mneh.
teen feet wide running east and west was fifteen inches in length. On Sunday i possible the building also. The perNo. 191. F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., at 7 o'clock,on Wednesday
The crops have neurly all been
M°<*' °“ ®«hu> it was thought that the patient would spective will be on exhibition Id $ few
evenings, Jan. 28, Feb. 28, March 28, April 2$
May KT June 24. July 22, Aug. 19, Sept 28, Oct. 21. and still many of our delinquenta
»“d ™ar streota succumb, but by byperdermic Injectloi s days.
I

best advantage.

We

understand that

Oct.

W‘

«»

aUena*
-

of

g.thered

Nov. j8, Dec. 16. St. Jobn.s days June 24, and
Deo. 27.
O. Bbitjuh, W. M.
D. L. Bom. flfc’v.

fail
need
k
Mtm

come up and settle with us.

We

*ller‘ Hould

be attended

money very much frienda and yon will do
Ai the city pow. and buildlnga are
ua a neat favor by "squartn, accounts.”I bu»l 0B “>«« Mocks so much more ex-

^ _

of brandy be was rallied, and is st presefit

-8

in a fair way for recovery.

Prof.

J. J.

8 8-"

Anderson

temporary abode

at the

has taken up hi*

Park houie (which

Knights of labor.
j pensive and difficult will it bo to establish
BBXEFLETS FBOX THE COLLEGE
is the new name for Scott's hotel). His
Harmony Assembly,No. 8,719, of Holland City,
The Star Skating Rink will be open them. There are many reasons why the
CAMPUS.
meet in Odd Fellows’ Hail every week. All comfamily is it present sojourningwith
monlcaUons should be addressed to
again this evening. The managers of the alleys should exist but the most prominHaaxomr Lock Box,
Since the opening of Hope college,list friends st her old home In Virginia, upon
Holland, Mich, rink are trying to organize a Polo Clnb. ent is that of cartage facilities.There is
historic spot where was fought the
week, ws have been enabled to obtain the
Good skaters desiring to become members also the reason that it would afford better
ittle
of Galne’s Mill
following information as to its prosper
are requested to meet at the rink to-night,facilitiesfor fighting fire in esse fire
patfeelg.
ons and hopeful condition. The various
—8 8
.....
should break out In the rear of any busi.t is a source of gratificationto the boys
A Mr. Bchepers, of Overisel, has a colt QeM block We hope
our m,rehuiu courses of study in the institution have
Produce, Etc.
which this yesr captured first prsmlum st
owner| on Euhth strM been re-arranged and the branches as now that the radical tendenciesso unexpected-

27-y

..

.

(WHOUUALI.)

^
The
,

the State Felr, for two-yeu olds.
Applea,28c; Beans, 80c, $1.00; Butter, 10, Uc; colt wee imported by Mr. Bchepers from
Eg^lSc; Honey, 12c; Onions, Wc; Potatoes, ‘MfivwiAvwlir
la aairi that It mut him
Normandy, aru\
and It
it is said that it cost him
(OomcUd

every Friday In E. J. Harrington.}

l*c;
Eggs, 18c; Honey, 14c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, 86c.

Brain, Feed, Etc.
(WBOLBSALS.)
{Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, *100 ^..Mc; Bariev

100

*

new

its.

J; Wheat, while,
.84.
BIT AIL.

utta

w|tb ,t ,nd help carrJ

I

cessful termination.

move and

it

.

ly

taught are distributed as follows:

displayed by Hope College Council in

Chemistry,History, Botany, Moral and infpslng new life and vim in the InstituIUC.
Mental Philosophy— Rev. Charles Scott, tioi , have stopped short with that favorite
sep uagenarian,

De Wit

His smiling

countenance looms np as of yore, uncondiThe Secretary of the Fair Association Modern languages, French, German
tiowl Well, he baa some claims to be
Last Saturday the infant son of Mr.
requestsns once more to give notice o Holland and Drawing— Prof. C. Doesburg.
allowed
to wtaranlze. His father before
and Mrs. Geo. Ballard
Beiterd died aged
egea six
M |
M FnmlQm offered Mr. ^ j
Applied Mathematics and Physicshli i was a veteran also, but of a different
Vonthi^The funeral services were held | Ktnta^ conslstin* of a box of Amateur Prof. G. J. Kollen.

^

”m^,a

Greek Language and Llteratnre— Prof. school At Moecow, Leipsig and Waterloo there was less theology, yon know.
were largely attended by frienda of »>«
m pe given for the beat flying kite ex J. J. Anderson.
—8 8
Latin Language and Llteratnre— Prof.
I hlbited at the coming felr. The kite li to
The new-comen hive all pretty well
J. G . Sutphen.
be made by any hoy under fifteen years o
Db. B. J. De Vries has broke ground
Jed in finding suitable
Mathematics— Prof. J. H. Kleiuheksel.
pge. He further wishes to call attention
and will erect a residenceand office on
and
our widows now wear their half
Fngiish Language and Literature— Prof.
to the fact that Messrs. Walsh, De Roo
Eighth street next to Kremers * Bangs’
k 7~
& Go. in addition to the Spedal Premiums H. Boers.
drug store. The doctor is severely criti—8
8
8—
Tutor
in
Preparatory
Departmentby them offered for bread as mentioned in
cised for the building of a house on d
The drays have had a busy season
the Premium List, alio offer one-half bar J. B. Nykerk.
geod store
trunks
Prof. N.
of salt-risrd “Daisy” flour for

ittEe house
h<
on Mondey moruiu* aud

P,renU'

I

ln^ment|

wortUflT<,do

8—

•

i

*t*m*ys*

*

banotd,

site.

The

mw

all our

have, hit Mock of and

ime

should he read by

readers. They have a very large

fine assortment

paint ud white- heating stoves, and
ire eeMn| at

of coal and wood
full Hne of cook

a

m

V

m

/

advertisementof R. Kanters ing bread. This was]

ft Sons in this

,

[a

of

D. D., President of the College.

bstul.
Apples, 80c; Beans. $1.25; Butter, 11.

3uc

m

8—

^

The

J.

H.
of

-

.

H*J.

m

^

—

-

—

*

HOLLATO CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

ing that it has not long since broken out
in open rebellion. He believes that there
must be legislation enacted of a most
heroio add rigorous “character to crush
out the “hydra-headed monster.”....
The story cqmes from Toledo, Ohio, that
letters have been receivedby people in
Monolava Township from a man named
Thomas Hubbell, buried thirteenyears
ago. The theory is ,thnt tho body was exhumed by medical students, who found
Hubbell to be alive, and it is explained
that he lost his mind and was placed in an
asylum. An investigation of the strange
case is in progress ____ Proceedings in the
United States Court in Kansas againstsome
ninety Oklahoma boomers have been abandoned in cousequenco of obedience by the
settlers to the President’sorders.,,,
St. Paul and Minneapolis have been raised
to the first grade in the free- delivery system of the postofficedepartment, the effect
of which is to raise the pay of the letter-

assembles, is said to be preparing to wage
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
war against the Civil Service Commission
and effect its reorganization . .A membar
BELIE VINO tbit the Collector at New
of the Cabinet is .authorityfor the stateYork had recommended the Secretary of
ment that the administration will take no
the Treasury to permit the importationof
activp part in the New York and Ohio cam
broken rice at 20 per cent, ad valorem, the
New Orleans Produce and Sugar Exchanges
have entered protests against such invasion
of the existingtariff laws.
At the convention of the National TanThe Canadian Pacific Railroadauthor
.

THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.

.

An Area Equal

to tbit of Ireland Dis-

posed of Every Tear— A Tabulated Statement.
[Washington special]

For the past four yean the United State»

ners and Hide and Leather Dealers’Asso- ities claim to have discoveredthat they has given away or sold off its publio dociation in Chicago, resolutions were passed have been defrauded by their coutraotors main, and of courae this means almost enA Philadelphia dispatch says the
favoring the creation of a National Riilroad and c.vil engineers to the extent of $500,- tirely given away, one Ireland per annum.
Commission, and the passage by Congress 000, principally by over-measurements. The area of Ireland is between 20,000,000’
week's business in iron and steels has been
of a bankrupt law. The convention ad- Two contractors, alone, it is stated,re- and 25,000,000 acres, and that is almost
unusually large, but it is impossible to give
journed to meet at Boston on the first ceived $150, 000 too mu*h. Criminal and exactly the amount of pnblio domain disexact figures. Bail buyers are crowding
Wednesday of September, 1886 ____ Gen. civil proceedingswill be institutedby the posed of in the years 1883 and 1885. It i»
orders in for small lots, and prices are very
Sheridan was elected President of tho railway company... .There were over 200 greater than the amount disposed of in
firm at $29. It is uncertainat present
Society of the Army of the Cumber- deaths from small-pox in Montreal last 1882 and considerably less than the amount
whether large orders will be placed
land, in session at Grand Bapids, week.
disposed of in 1884. As compared with th*
for delivery at $30 after Jan. 1. beMichigan. The next meeting will be
previous year the disposals of publio lauds
Judge
Clough,
of
San
Francisco,
because of the doubts expressed by carriers. . . .Minneapolis mills, for the year held at Washington.The ninth annual
large buyers as to the ability of jast closed, produced 5,450,163 barrels of reunion of the Army of West Virginia was came insane a few weeks ago and was com- in the fiscal year just dosed show a decided
falling off, but thereisa small increase over
the syndicate to hold these prices. Seven
flour, an increase of 652,823 barrelsover held at Portsmouth, Ohio, Gen. R. B. mitted to an asylum. His resignation was the enormous figures for 1883. The disposbar mills have resumed work during the
the previous season. . .Rich veins of nat- Hayes presiding....Three men living at accepted and a successor appointed by the als of publio lands in 1884 were affectedby
week, and a large amount of business is
ural gas, which are believed to indicate the South Lancaster, Ontario, were shipwrecked Governor, but now there is trouble because propositionsto repeal the pre-emption,
coming to hand for it for prompt and depresence of coal, have been struck near on Lake St Francis by the capsizing of Mr. Clough has recovered, and dec ares timber-culture,and desert land acts, to
layed delivery . . .Rev. James G. Townsend,
their yacht Two of them died from ex- his resignation invalid because he was not amend the homestead act, and to forfeit
fcargo, Dak., at depths of sixty to 140 feet
a prominent Methodistclergymanof Buf....The family of William Talmedge, of posure and the other floated.ashore on the in his mind when it was signed. In this some of the railroadgrants. The fear that
falo, has resign his pulpit because he can
Des Moines, Iowa, have fallen heirs to an bottom of the overturned boat in snch an he is sustained by the law of the State, and charges would be made in the land law that
sot longer adhere to the doctrine of eternal
exhausted condition that his life is he is still Judge of the Superior would make it more difficult to get posses*
English estate valued at $1,500,000.
punishment.... Claire Virginia Cramer, a
despaired of. ...The Cincinnati Price Court .....
Fargo (Dak.) dis- sion of land for nothing impelled everyniece of General Grant, and Alphonse
Current places the com crop of the patch says: “The Argus estimates the loss body who was thinking of claiming any
Bernhard, a Paris journalist, were married
country this year at 1,990,000,000bushels, of wheat in North Dakota from prairie fires part of the national estate to do so at ones.
at New York last week.
iu the past ten days at nearly a million dol- Thus some of the disposals which would
A desperate shooting took place at 195,000,000in excess of last year’s yield.
Pboceedinos in the nature of a quo
Business
failuresthroughout the coun- lars. The fires have covered a large scope ordinarilyhave been made this year wera
Owingsville, Ky., which resulted in the
warranto have been instituted by the Motry for the week aggregated178 for the of country and broken out in perhaps made last, and the total amount of pnblio
death of Mose and James Ballard, brothers
a dozen localities in the 35U miles lands disposed of in 1884 was run up to
Henry party against the President and DiUnited States ond Canada, as against 203
of Jack Ballard, who had just been senwest of Fargo. No accurate reports twenty-four million,or about six or seven
rectors of the New York, Pennsylvania and
tenced to twenty years’ imprisonmentfor for the week previous and 165 for the week can be had at once, as much of the coun- million more than in the precedingor sucOhio Railroad to compel them to show by
before that. Drcuitlred't says “no gain in
what right they hold their offices ____ The killing William Spencer last spring. The the recentlyreported improvement in trade try is unsettled and remote from rail- ceeding year.
jury had just brought in a verdictand the
roads. and in several sectionsfires are
It is only by comparison with some
Genes ta won the Commodore Douglas cup
prisonerwas being returned to the jail, circles is reported by the specialtelegrams. still burning. It is the most destructive known areas of territory that one can get
in the yacht race at New Yprk, the Graywhen Mose and James opened fire upon the In most directions the fall measure of the series of fires ever known in North Dakota.*' any idea of the way the national eltate is
ling securingthe cup offered by James
movemeut is maintaiued;that is nil.
Chicago elevators contain 12,834,655 passing into the hands of private persons,
Gordon Bennett ____ The extensive manu- guard, who returned the fire, killing both From Western centers comes the word
men instantly. Jack Ballard escaped durbushels of wheat, 483,713 bushels of corn, mostly, of course, settlers. Dakota confactory of the Smith American Organ Coming the fight, but was recaptured. The that the interior purchasesare as 41,431 bushels of oats, 145,418 bushels of tains 95,000,000 acres. Of this, 35,000,000
pany, at Boston, was destroyed by fire, enguard escaped unhurt ____ The Gulf, West- heavy as previously. At Detroit it is re- rye, and 17,379 bushels of barley; total, acres, equal to the State of Illinois, have
tailing heavy losses.
ern Texas and Pacific Railway has been ported that losses sustainedin the first 13,522,596 bushels of all kinds of grain, been disposed of in the past nine years.
A sudden subsidence of 700 feet of a absorbedinto the SouthernPacificsystem. half of the “year’s trade in dry goods have against 5,672,316 bushels a year ago....
Taking in two years more, the investigator
high embankmenton the West Shore RailThe mill buildings and 6,000,000 feet of been made good already by increased sales. Chinamen have resumed work at the Rock will find that the amount of public land
It is noticeable,however,that at no im- Springs (Wyoming) coal mines, tho scene
road, near Glen Erie, New York, has oc- Inmber, owned by the Southern Pump
disposed of by the Government in eleven
portant trade center East or West have dis- of the recent massacre.
years is greater than the area of Spain, but
curred, due, as is supposed,to the exist- Company, atNashville,Tenn., were burned, count rates or call-loan rates advanced.
ence of a subterranean cavern .... A fire on entailing a loss of $200,000, with $100,000 There has been a noteworthygain in the
A Potts ville (Pa.) dispatch says: “A a trifle less than the area of France or
Germany, and one-fourth as great as Britthe new pier of the Royal Netherlands Mail insurance.
horrible
tragedy occurred at Silver Creek,
employment of surplus ’funds, but
ish India with its 200.000,000 inhabitants.
Steamship.Company, at Jersey City,
The tobacco crop in Virginia and North bankers appear thus far to have a mining village eight miles east of this The amount of land disposed of in the
caused a loss of $60,000. Ihe loss
been anxious to employ their idle
by the destructionof the American Carolina is said to be a failure, and a capital at the lowest rates. This, to- city. Patric’i O’Neill and his wife, Sarah, last eleven years is 200,000 square miles,
organ factoiyat Boston was $100,000 ____ drought of long durationhas “fired” the gether with the continued indisposition, on lived with an old woman named Betty an area eighteen times as great as
A young son of Edward Tumbach, of plant b^lly. . .Nicholas Snowdeu, colored, the part of railway managers to cease rate- Keefe. The man and woman had constant Belgium,which sustains over 5,000,000 inHazelton, Pa., died from the effects of in jailm EllicottCity, Md., on a charge of cutting,with the somewhat squally railway quarrels,and Mrs. O’Neill blamed tho old habitants.The areas disposedof in some
hazing by other boys who attended the assaulting a child, was taken out and tariffoutlook among the granger lines, and woman, who was her husband's aunt, of the States,given approximately, during
same school with him. . .Cotton mills at hanged by men of his own race....The with the heaviness of wheat und anthracite for beiug the instigator of the domestic the past nine years are as follows: WisconLawrence, Mass., which have been idle for streets of Galveston, Tex., says a dispatch coal, and the average of business failures troubles. Yesterday was an occasion sin, over 3,000,0.10 acres; Michigan,nearly
a year, will resame operationssoon and from that city, are submerged, the result from week to week, constitute the salient of general carousal’ and disturbanceat 2,500,000;California, nearly 6,500,000;
give employment to 2,700 hands.... The of heavy rains, which have fallen almost features of the trade situation. Iron is Silver Creek, and in the evening the bulk Kansas, 14,500,000;Minuesota,over 9,000, “American School of Opera" has been in- incessantly since Sept 1, the rain-gauge slightly firmer, and in better demand. of its people were drawn to one end of the 000; Nebraska, over 13,000.000; Oregon,
corporated in New York by W. H. Vander- since that date indicating a fall of nearly Prices are unchanged. There is no pros- village by a row. Old Mrs. Keefe was in over 3,000,000, and Washington Territory,
bilt, Mayor Grace, and others.,..The eighteen inches— one- third of the average pect of any boom.". . .Silver medris will bod, aud Mrs. O’Neill,taking advantageof nearly 5,000,000 acres; Alabama, nearly
the opportunity, dragged the old womau to 3.000.000; Arkansas, nearly 3,000,000;
English team was defeated in the inter* total for a year.
be bestowed by the Canadian Government
the floor and severed her head from her Louisiana, over 3.000,000; Mississippi,
national match at Philadelphia.
on troops engaged in suppressing the
body with an ax. Mrs. O’Neill was drunk 1.500.000, and Florida, 2,5i0,000acres.
Northwesternrebellion.
at the time, and when arrested did not Both last year and the year before, more
Informationhas been receivedat Wash- deny the crime. She was lodged in jail." land was aisposed of in Dakota than in any
Washington dispatch: ‘‘Representative
ington of a revolution in progress in GuaThe nnion of Bulgaria and Eastern Rou- other State or Territory, hot in 1885 the
A decision by United States Judge Warner, of Ohio, is in the city talking siltemala. A state of siege has been de- melia was in the nature of a peaceful coup Empire Territory did not stand so far
Brewer, that 27,000 acres of land held by ver to the President and Cabinet He exahead of her sisters as she did in 1884.
clared, and it is thought tho insurrection
Tho table appended shows that in the
the Kansas SouthernRailroad are legally a presses the opinion that Congress will piss will be put down. . .Louis Riel has been d'etat.Both provinces arc delighted with a
part of the public domain, has caused wild a compromise bill during the coming ses- hanged in effigy by volunteers in camp at change which does away with all the aggra- last year four and a half million acres were
excitementin Southern Kansas. Farmers sion, but admits that the lines are drawn as Millstown, Ontario. A movement has been vating,troublesome,and .superfluous bar- disposed of in Dakota, over three millions
are flocking to Woodson and Greenwood finely as ever, both by the silver advocates started looking to the impeachment of riers which have hitherto separated two and a half in Nebraska, and over three milpeoples of one bloo.l, church, and lan- lions in Kansas. In California more land
Ccnntiesand are staking off claims, and and their enemies. "
Richardso’i,Stipendiary Magistrate at Resome are building shanties and breaking Land Commissioner Sparks has ad- gina, for allegedunfairness in Riel’s trial.... guage. From the absence of auy ex- was disposed of in 1885 than in 1884. In
the sod. In many instances even land en- dressed a letter to Secretary Lamar, recom- It is stated that the aggregateexportation citementamong the treaty Towers, it is Dakota the disposals for 1884 were nearly
evident the union has been effected with three-fold those of 1885. In Kansas there
tered by college script has been taken posmending that the proclamationof Presi- of Indian com aud com meal since the their consent Their agents in Bulgaria was an enormous increase from a million
session of ____ Mines at Ishpeming, Mich.,
beginning of our commerce does not equal
which have been idle six months, are about dent Hayes of March 16, 1877, defining the corn product of the United States for have telegraphed their approval und and a third acres in 1884 to over three
the boundaries of the Znni reservation,
their Ambassadors in Constantinople have millions in 1885. The disposals in Minneto resume operations,with a force of two
and also a proclamationof President Ar- this year. . .The Mexican National Railway advised the Turks not to make any op- sota show a falling oft of a million acres,
hundred men.
Company
is negotiating a loan of $30,000,thur to the same effect, be affirmed, the
while there is an increase of a half million
At the annual meotiugof the Lumber object being to remove all color of claim 000 in London, the security offered being position, but to keep quiet and not at- acres in .Nebraska. Of the 20,113,663
tempt to take the ru: away province back
the
Sauchez
land
grant.
. .White Cap, the
Manufacturers’ Association of the North- made by certain parties to the Nutria
again. When the truth is known it will acres of Government land disposed of
Sionx chief who participated in the Riel
west, held in Chicago, Mr. A G. Van Springs.
probably be found that the union was ar- last year, 7,415,885acres were disrebellion,was acquittedof the charge of
ranged at the recent meeting of the posed of under the homestead act, 4,755,005.
fichaick,of that city, was re-electedPresitreason-felony.
TOIATICAE.
German and Austrian Emperors and under the timber- cnltare act, 3,558,914
dent, and resolutionswere adopted favorthe subsequent meeting of the Aus- acres were taken as railroad selections,and
ing a curtailment of 20 per cent in the
The President has appointed Colonel
trian and Russian Emperors..... Busi- 3,912,450 acres were sold for cash. The
production for next year. The conness is generally suspended at Palermo, homestead entries show but very small fallvention adjourned to meet in Chicago James C. Reed to be Postmaster of Corinth,
The issuance of orders by the English Sicily, on account of the cholera, and thirty ing off from 1884. The timber-culture
on the third Wednesday in April, 1886. . Miss.
. .The President has appointed the
In the De Mores trial at Bismarck,Dakota, followingCollectors of Customs: John Government disbanding the militia and thousand persons have fled the city. King entries also show but a small diminution.
Prosecuting Attorney Long accused the McWilliams,for the District of Providence, restoring to their owners ships chartered Elumbert has given $lu,0(K) to tho victims The cash sales show a reduction of 2,500,of the plague, and placed one of his villas 000 acres.
presiding judge of sympathy with the de- R. L; John S. Hager, for the District of
to serve as cruisers is taken as evidence of
For the Government lands disposed of
at the disposal of the sufferers. The epifendant, and was sent to jail for contempt San Francisco; William J. McKinnie, for
the fact that tho Afghan question is
demic is increasing at Gibraltar. .. .It is there was received $7,686,114. and for the
of court ____ It is believed at Bt Paul that the District of Cuyahoga, Ohio; John
at last settled and all present danger of
now believed that Germany and Spain will Indian lands sold $933,483. The land sold
an announcement will soon be made that Flanagan,for the Southern District of
war averted. .. .John Coulbertt, of Loneffect an amicable Battlement of the Cnro- at cash sales brought an average of $1.19
tiie Burlington has secured control of the Oregon.
don, the first person to be convicted
ines controversy without a resort to arbi- per acre, and the land disposed of at publio
St Paul and Duluth Road.... The plans
Senator Sabin, of Minnesota,in an under the criminal law amendment act, tration...The Belgian Government proposes sales brought $4.41$ per acre. The homefor the Garfield monument at Cleveland
was
sentenced
to fifteenmonths’ imprisinterview at Washington, is reported as
to colonize the Congo country with pau- stead entries in 188o numbered 50,877, a
•re now completed.
onment for the abduction of a little girl.
.
falling off of 4,168 from 1884.
Ders, who will be assioted for a time out of
saying:
The Government Directors of tne Union
The steamers Drenda and Dolphin collided
The timber-culture entries show an inhe national tre&sary.
I believethe President, as I have frequently off the southeast coast of England, and one
Pacific, after investigation,report that the
crease of about 4,000 in number. Mineral
stated publicly, is thoroughly honest, and decondition of affairsat Rock Springs, Wy. sires to give the country a good administration, dispatch reports seventeenof the passenlands show a decrease of 344 entries and
THE MARKETS.
and ought to have a fair and unfettered op- gers and crew of the Dolphin as missing.
an increase of 5,900 acres, and there is a
T., the scene of the recent massacre of
portunityto do so. It is conceded that he has
...The cholera is increasing at Palermo.
decrease of sixteen entries and 116,360
NEW YORK.
Chinese, is snch as to jeopardize the Gov- the right to appoint his polit cal sym- Sicily, and large numbers of the inhabBeeves. ............... ..........$1/00 @ 8.50
acres in coal lands. The following table
will vote
ernment a interests,and suggests prompt pathizersto office, and
.......... 4.50 & 6.25
to confirm them when they are shown itants are fleeing the city. Fourteen Hoas ..................
gives the aggregatenumber of acres disinterferenceby the military. Gen. McCook to be fit for the places to which they are se- French soldiers died of the disease while Wheat-No. 1 White. ............ .92 & .94
posed of in each State and Territory in
is on the ground, under orders to give strict lected— wrhere they are appointed on fair po- en route from Tonquin to Marseilles ____
No. 3 Red ............
.90 & .93
1884-85:
protection to the Chinese Consuls, who are litical gronndt*, without detrimentto the pnblio There are already 1,300 candidatesin the Cobn-No. ...................... .49 & .51
Acres.
Oath— White ..................... .35 & .42
Interests,and without smirchingthe reputation
making investigations.The Consuls claim
Alabama ...... 270, oui Mississippi....111,000
of the Republican officials who have preceded field in France for election to the Chamber Pork— Mess ......................10.00 @1L50
that twenty-fiveChinamen had been killed, them. But where It is shown that Republicans of Deputies. Of these candidates 500 have
Arizona.
.......
278,174
Missouri
.......
•
201,277
CHICAGO.
Arkansas ...... 244,582Montana ...... 1,112,140
and that not a single American- born citi- have been removed to the damage of the public already served iu the Chamber ____ Prince Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 5.75 & 6.25
California ..... 1,295,909Nebraska. ..... 8,698,381
Good Shipping ........ 6.00 & 5.50
een participatedin the rioting.... service,and upon false chargeswhich have in- Bismarck is taking steps to circumvent
Coorado .......662,61 Nevada ........ 171,480
their good name, I shall do my part to
Common
............ 8.75 & 4.50
A Bismarck (DaL) dispatch says: “The jured
Dakota ........ 4, 547.74»iNew Mexico... 163,981
IIoos .....................
secure for them the fullest opportunity for French intrigaesin Morocco.
4.25 & 4.75
prairie fires now raging in this region are investigation.
Florida ........ 282.515iOre/on.; ...... 788t287
Eastern
Eoumelia,
one
of
the
prov- i'Louii— Fancy Red Winter Ex.. 6.00 & 6.25
Idaho ..........284,903Utah... ........ 184,858
the most disastrousever experienced.The
to Choice Spring. 8.75 & 4.00
The President, says a Washington dis- inces given local government by the Berlin Wheat— Prime
Iowa. .......... 11, 679 Washington... 1,016,117
No. 2 Spring ............ .80 (<4 .81
flames have swept across tne country over
Kansas ........ 3,0301846.'Wi8nonHin..... 218,436
Cohn— Na ...................... .43 &
patch, has at last filled the office of postone hundred miles east, and the damage is
treaty of 1878, after tho Russo-Turkish Oats-No.2 ......................
I.onlslana..... 181,043;Wyominir. ..... 552,967
.25 & .27
beyond estimate. In many cases the dwell- master at Augusla, Me., by the appoint- war, but still nominally subject to Turkey, 1 ye-No. ...... ...... ......... .56 di .57
Michigan ......
— — — ,
Minnesota..... G24,379| Total ...... 20,113,663
ings aud barns of fanners have been de- ment of Lemuel B. Fowler. There has has rebelledand annexed itself to Bul- Barley— No. ................... .70
.72
stroyed, and grain and stacks are all ablaze. been a very active controversy over this garin. Prince Alexander, sovereign of Bul- Butter— Choice Creamery ...... .20 GQ .22
Tho aggregate given obove includes fracDairy .............. .17 @ .19
Passengers on incoming trains state that office, Colonel Morton, editor of the garia, has proceededto the capital of Rou- Cheese— Fine
tious of an acre in the case of each State
Full Cream, new ....... .09)4® .10)4
the prairies for miles present a scene of Democraticpaper at Augusta, having been
and Territoryomitted in the table, bnt
Part Skimmed, new... .01 & .05
melia, and appointed the President of the
destruction. A woman living near Steele, a prominent and persistentcandidate, provisional Government Commissioner, Eoos— Fresh ..................... .15 ® .16
does not include 881,850 acres of Indian
sixty miles east of this city, was backed by Ihe Democratic committee and and ordered a corps of his army to advance Potatoes— Per bu ............... .60 & .55
lands sold.
Pork— Mess ..................
8.50 ® 9.00
fatally injured by inhaling the’ flames other prominent leadersof the party in the
to the frontier. It is reported that he has
MILWAUKEE.
while endeavoringto escape. Prairie fires State. It is understoodthat Mr. Blaine rebeen assured of the support of Russia, Wheat— Na ........... ........ .81 @ .81)4 A SOUTHERN KANSAS STAMPEDE.
Love also been raging west of the Missouri qnested President Cleveland not to ap- Germany, und Austria. . .The Tory Prim- CoRN-Na ..................... .45 (g .40
Oats— No. ...................... .25 & .26
River, and much damage is reported from point Morton, becanse he was offensive to
E fleet of the Ruling of Judge Brewer In
rose League is a rapidly growing organiza- Rye-No. ....................... .50 & .57
that section. "... .A boat containing Louis nim.
Regard to 77,000 Acres of Land.
tion in England, modeled some- PoRK-Mess ......................a60 & 9.00
Bleyer, of Milwaukee,and Wm. RittmuelThe President hoa appointed the follow- what after American campaign clubs, Wheat-No. 2 Red TOLEDO.
[St Louis telegram.]
.............. .87 ® .89
ler, of Philadelphia,capsized in Lake Muswhich is already exerting
great Corn-No. ....................
The
decision
of Judge Brewer of tho
.
ing
named
Presidential
Postmasters:
Ed.44
&
.46
kegon, Rittmueiler beinur drowned.
.John
influence on the nresent canvass.
United States Circuit Court in the suit of
.27 & .28
Sharp, a Bishop of the Mormon Church ward H. Thayer, at Clinton, Iowa, vice Austria is suspected of au intention to an8T- L0U18‘
the United States against the Southern
•nd a Director of the Union PacificRail- Charles Pell, resigned;Henry Williams, nex Bosnia and Herzegovina. It is be- WHEAT-Na 2 „
Red. .............. .87 @ .90
Kansas Bailway Company, declaring 77,000
CORN-Mixed ..................
road, was fined $300 at Salt Lake City for at Frederick. Md., vice Charles W. Miller,
.42 & .44
lieved at St Petersburg that the signatory Oats— Mixed....
acres of lands heretofore held by that com»•••••••••• •••
.24 & .25
illegal cohabitation .... Hostile Indians resigned; J. Henry Bowers, at Chico, Cal., powers will settle the Roumeliau troubles Pork-Mcss.
9.00 & 9.60
pany to be wrongfully held and now a part
have committed five murders iu the Mogol- vice James
Ormsby, suspended; amicably. .It is reported that Spain has
CINCINNATI.
of the publio domain, has created
lon Mountains, New Mexico, during the
.90
£
.91
Russell T. Dobson, at Bowling Green, fully reoccupied Yap, and that a station on Corn-No. ............ ........
the wildest land excitement ever
past week.
.46 & .47
Ohio, vice John D. Bowjer, suspended; the island will be at once property forti- Oats— Mixed .................... .26 & .28
known in Southern Kansas. As soon
The Illinois State Fair was one of the James Murray, at Fremont, Neb., vice H. fied and provisioned.... United States Rye-No. ....................... .59
& .61 as tho decision was made known
PoRK-Mesa.
....................
8.76 & 9.25
most successful exhibitions of the kind O. Payne, resigned; William H. Evans, at Minister Cox and Consni General Heap
iu Southern Kansas men in wagons, In
DETROIT.
have succeeded in obtaining
re- Beep Cattle ...........
buggies, and on horseback came in great
...... &60 & 5.00
ever held in Chicago. The gross receipts Princeton, vice E. R. Pinney, suspended;
vocation of Turkey’s order expel- Wheat-No. l White ............. .86 & .87
numbers from Chanute, from Wilson, and
are estimatedtrt $80,001),which will folly John Crull, at Marietta, Pa., vice G. H.
Etla, suspended.
ling American Jews from Jerusalem.... CoRN-Na ................
.46 & .47
other counties to Woodson and also Greencover the expenses. Over 125,000 people
Oats-No.2 White....... ........ .82 ® .34
Gen. Durbin Ward having censored, Mr. Parnell has invited all the priests of Pork— Mess ....
wood County and commenced staking off
attended the fair.
10.00 £10.60
Ireland, whether members of the Land
claims, saying that Judge Brewer’^ decision
INDIANAPOLIS
Senator Manderson, of Nebraska,a in a political speech at Lebanon, Ohio, the League or not, to attend the nominating Beep cattle. .......
4.00 £6.00
dec'ared all lands heretofore held by the
member of the Committee on Territories, conduct of ex-Marshal Lot Wright at the conventionsof the Nationalist party.... Wheat-No. 2 Red
••• •••••«
.89 & .91
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway to be
Corn— Mixed
.48 @ .48
has just returned from Utah. He thinks election in Cincinnati last fall, Wright as- England's Indian forces have been advanc- Oats-No.2...
Government land. They are building
..24 0 .26
saulted the General iu a railway-car,hit- ed to a point which will afford a prompt ocshanties on many quarters and breaking
that the Mormons hate the National Govting him over the eye and drawing blood. cupation of Candahar ’whenever desired.
6.50 0 6.00
sod so as to perfect the claim. They have
ernment, and chafe atthe restrictions of the
Ftir.;...,.......,...:;;;6.00 0 6.50
. ...Gen; Von Hendrick has been appointeven stuck their stakes and broken ground
country's laws and the presence of Federal Gen. Ward is over 70 years old, while the
Common
...........
4.00
0
4.60
ed to succeed Gen. Manteuffel, deceased, Hoas....... ......... .......
ex-Marshalis not more than 50.
on the lands which were entered by coUttra
officials os un unholy interference and a
4.60 & 4.75
gcrip ana tne patents Tor wmen were on
RepresentativeWarner, having in command of the German forces in Al8.60 0 425
barbaric invasion. The spirit of sedition,
sace-Lorraine..... Earl Granville is forced
record before either the Santa Fe or Mishe says, is so deep-seated that no one can drafted the compromise silver bill that he
by his increasingdeafness to retire per5.50 0 6.00
souri, Kansas and Texas Railwayswere orcontemplate the situationwithout wonderHoos .......................
CO & 476
intend? to present to Congress when it manently from .public life.
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DefenselessInhabitants Massacred by

Her Contest for
the America’s Cup.

Outsailed

ceived and Executed With'-

Gme

out Bloodshed.

the Victors Without

in

Sex

Regard to

or Condition.

[London dispatch.]
The possession of the America’s cup was
The populace of Philippopolis, the capi- decided at New Tprk on the IGth insl, by
the Puritan beating the Genesta over the
tal of Eastern Boumelia, almost to a man
long course bti minute 88 seconds, corrose in rebellion. yesterday,and seized the
rected time. The race is said to have been
Governor General, deposed the govern- the closest ever contested; the Genesta
ment, and proclaimed a union with Bulga- leading for nearly three-fourths of the distance, and being 2 minutes 6 seconds
ria. A provisional government was estabahead at the outer mark. The wind was
lished. The revolt was so well planned fresh at the start, and increased toward the
that no disorder or bloodshed occurred, finish to half a gale, resulting in a lumpy
everybody being in sympathy with the sea. A New York dispatchsays of the
movement except the government officials. great race;
The foreigners in the city are perfectly
The cup won by the America more than
safe from harm, as is also the property of a generation ago was never in such peril as
foreign residents.Immediately after the to-day. Its possession has been often
•organizationof the provisional government challenged and warmly contested,but never
the militia was sworn in. taking the before has Great Britain sent a champion
oath of allegiance to Pi
so hard to vanquish. Had it not been for
der of Bulgaria. It is generally be the building of the Yankee yacht and the
lieved
diplomatic circles that sailing of the Yankee skipper we might
Bussia arranged the programme of the ris- have been compelled to yield the trophy
ing and suggested the union with Bulgaria. which we have so often defended, and
No definite statement can be made at pres- always with much greater ease than to-day,
ent as to what action the signatory powers when for the first time American
•to the treaty of Berlin will take respecting
yachts have had to bend their sails in

in

|

the matter.
Eastern Bonmeliawas croatedby the Con:gresB of Berlin, 1878, and was given an
•autonomic government,though forming an
integralpart of the Turkish Empire. The
Governor General was appointed by the
Porte, subject to the approval of the treaty

competition with an antagonist to be feared
in any weather. There never was such a
race in American waters. There probably
never was sailed before, in the history of
yatching, a race in which the laurelshung
tantalizinglybefore two famous rivals until the very end of a long fifty-milecourse.
powers.
No boat but tho Puritan could have saved
It is stated that Prince Alexander of Bui
the day; none but the Genesta could have
garia has been assured of the support of made victory so dubious. It was a grand
Russia, Germany, and Austria, He will race from the moment that the fleet- winged
flend an army to Boumelia, and will defy racers crossed the imaginary line until the
the Turks. The Sultan
of Turkey
has ap- WniHlIBH
---- -- --whistles blow
UlUW UUU
and the
mw Kuub
gnus belched
UC1UUOU IViMI
forth
pealed to the powers to enforce the trealy their welcoming to the returning conqueror,
of Berlin. It is not believed that Lord The y^ts looked grand as they dashed
Salisbury will interfere. The Liberals ap- acroBg the
in tow by

-r

latest advices

from Lima give details

of the battle at Canta on the 15th

ult On

tho morning of that day a detachmentof
Government troops occupyingthe town ot
Canta, sixty mites from Lima, in the valley running parallel to that of the Bimac.
was surprised by a division of Gen.
Caceres’ army, and after a sharp action of
severalhours was forced to fly In disorder.
The Government troops operatingagainst
Canta were 350 men of the line, vrith one
Gatling gun, 50 ravaliymen, and 50 mounted gensdarmes, the whole force being commanded by Col. Torres.
Canta had been occupied for several
days, the montoneros or irregular revolutionary forces retiring on the approach of
this detachment On Friday evening news
arrived of the approooh of a considerable
division of the enemy, and upon CoL Bustamente’s advance it was decided to defend

The enemy descended the hills and attempted
to enter the town, but wore replaud the action of the Roumelions. the togs Scandinavian and Luckenbach
peatedly driven back. For two hours the
[PhilipoopoUs
and cast oft at their Staten Island anohorTho insurgentsin Eastern Boumelia, ft|?e ^t 6 o’clock the race was over, and positionsof the combatants were unaltered,
the fire being all the time very heavy.
acting under orders of the provisional
America’s cup was still retained on this
At midday the defenders of the place
amment, have occupied all tho strategical 0f the Atlantic. In speaking of the
slackened their fire, for their ammunition
points on the Turkish frontier, blown up nce ex- Commodore Smith, who has seen
all the bridges whioh would likely be used every important race for tho last thirty was rapidly becoming exhausted, and for
by a force advancing from Turkey to the years, said: “It was tho grandest race an hour they received without reply the
relief of the deposed government,and de- ever seen in the world, and if the Puritan volleys of the attacking party.
At 2 o’clocka desperate effort was made
stroyed the telegraph wires leading into had been properly handled she would have
to drive the rebels from the town, which
Turkey.
beaten the cutter more yet."
The Bulgarian army has been mobilized,
The Genesta was regarded as the best they had then entered, at the point of the
and a corps has been sent to the Roumelian "all around" boat in the British fleets of bayonet This failed, and then the defeat
frontier. Prince Alexander has proceeded last season. ShA won her first race in a was accomplished.
The fight was hand to hand in the streets,
to Philippoplisand has appointed M. fresh whole- saiplreeze, beating the VauStrausky as commissioner.M. Strausky 4unra two minutes and fifty-five seconds. no quarter being given, and the most dread4s now President of the Roumelian pro- In her third race she beat the fastest two- ful scenes of carnage occurred. Houses
where some of the defeated soldiers had
visional government.
sticker in British waters, in a fresh wind
and a nasty jump of the sea. In her fourth taken refuge were broken open and all
[Paris dispatch.]
found within murdered without distinction
It is feared here that the Boumelian race she heat, in a light wind, the fastest of age, sex, or character, and then were
lightweather
boat
in
England.
In
another
trouble will lead to a general European imburned.
broglio. The East is most inflammable, race she won with the wind unsteady,
A few of tho most determined of the Govvarying
from
a
lowersail
breeze
to
a
flat
and serious results ore anticipated.
ernment cavalrymen, headed by Colonel
calm.
Pachas, cut their way through their opponent and made good thoir escape.
THE RIVAL CRAFT.
VOICES FROM THE GRAVE.
Col. Bustnmente,to whose counsel tho
defeat was due, seeing that all was lost,

dispatch.]

gov-

Whose Husband Has Been Dead
Years.
1

A telegram from Toledo relates the story
of a farmer in Monclova, Ohio, who died

and was buried thirteen years ago but is
his family. The Sunday

atill writing to

Capital prints a story quite as remarkable,
as follows: “A very remarkable case has

oome to my attention throngh a friend in
the Pension Office, which furnishes inci•dents for a novel as powerful as any Dumas
Eugene Sue ever used. In 1864 a Lieutenant from an Ohio village was killed
in one of the battles in Virginia
and bis body was sent home, buried with
military honors and a handsome monument
erected
sted (over it by the citizensof the place.
Thousands of people paid their tributesof
honor to the young hero and looked upon
his face as the body lay in state in the Town
Hall He left a widow to whom he had been
married only a year, and for more than
iwenty years she has been trying to get a
The Genesta.
pension; but, although she keeps fresh flowThe Genesta, owned by Sir Richard
ers upon her husband’s grave, she can not
prove that he is dead. The records in the Button, has had a considerable measure of
AdjutantGeneral's office ore perfect,and success,though she was frequently beaten
affidavitscan be furnished from thousands by other English boats in match races on
of people who saw and recognized his life- the coast of England, before concluding to
less body, but every few months she retry to recover the Queen’s Cup. Her
ceives a letter from him written in a hand
designer, Mr. Beavor Webb, accompanied
' as familiaras her own. Two letters never
her to this country. The Genesta wts
come from the same place; now they are built at Partick-on-tne-Clyde,in May, 1884.
postmarked in Colorado,
•rado, then in Texas,
Her dimensions are 90 feet over all, 81 feet
then in New York. Once she got a note on the water line, 15 feet extra beam, 11
from him dated at Washington. He ap- feet 9 inches depth of hold, and 13 jeetfi
pears to know what is going on at home, inches draught of water. Her registeris
and always alludes to local occurrences of 81 tons, and she is enrolled in the
with a familiarity that is amazing. He
Thames Boyal Yacht Squadron. She
sends messages to old friendsand gives her made a quick passage to this country,
advice about business matters which it proving herself a good sailer, but in' no
seems impossible for a stranger to know. case before the great race did she fully
8he can not answer these ghostly missives
exhibit her abilities.
Because he never gives any clue to hit
whereabouts, and no detective has been
able to find him. ’ Her friends believe that
the writer is some crank or malicious person who takes this way to annoy her, and
the distress the poor woman snffers cannot
be measured by any other human experi•or

ence. Long ago she ceased to open envelopes which came with the familiar address, but sends them sealed to her attorney, who uses every possible means to
secure a clue to the identityof the writer.
The only circumstances to suggest that it
may possibly be her husband are the
penmanship and . the familiarity the writer
shows with the lady’s private life, but how
!lf posted
PO!
he could keep himself
is another
mystery that cannot bo solved. Several
times the writer has intimated that he might
soon pay her a visit, but the next letter always contains an apology for not having
done* so. The woman has suffered agony
of mind beyond description,and her life
has been ruined by this horrible mystery,
bnt of late she has beebine more resigned,
and would neither be surprised nor disappointed if her husband should some day
walk in at her door."

ALL SORTS.
ONEand two

dollar bills brjng a

Goodhue County

premium

banner wheat.growingcounty of Minnesota.
is the

—An

’

He’ll

pound the horse

all over,

muss

his kid gloves trying to open his
mouth for age marks, and then come
questions : 'Is ho a free driver, speedy,
gentle if driven by women or children ?
Will he stand without being tied? Is
he afraid of bands of music, steam cars,
whistles? Is be apt to shy, or kick, or
balk? In fact, he seems to wont to
buy a cheap horse-angel
“You see it’s as hard to find a long
combination of good traits in a horse
as it is in a man. Any horde that is
tough and sound enough to be a free
driver, with good speed, is pretty sure
to have some little kinks that a horseman wouldn’t mind at all. Of coarse,
nobody wants an outright kicker or
otherwise vicious beast, but a horse
often gets a bad reputation throngh
the ignoranceof the driver. Take shying, for instance ; a horse isn’t near as
nervous as most humans. He quite
naturally notices an unusual object, and
expresseshis surprise by a variation in
gait, or a side jump. Now the first
thing amateur drivers think it best to
do iu this case is to yell at the beast,
and give him a slash or two with the
whip. Well, the horse thinks— oh, yon
may laugh, but he does think all the
same— well, he thinks his driver is
frightened, too, and that he has a double
reason to be scared, and, perhaps, runs
away. Who knows? he may do it with
t jo intention of putting himself and
c

—

COTTON.
Statistics of the Tear.

[New Orleansspecial.]

river in a place of safety

“Now

heir to the

ton Exchange shows the cotton movemen
for the year

Bales

has a horse which

he

—There are

cottages are about

who are divided

The new hosunder way. A few
cases of diphtheria have been reported, but

pital building is well

as a rule tho inmates have excellenthealth.

-

An

increased attendancethis year at

the Michigan Agricultural College is credited to

Mr.

Willits, its

new President. He

anybody can
make the institutionserve its purpose he
ought to. But up to date it h is failed to

is enorgotic and efficient. If

persuadea

large proportion of its graduates

that farming is a desirable occupation.

ouly

get an educationaud avoid farm

to

life.— .FYee Press.

—The

action of the Detroit Justice of thi

Peace in protectinga witness from what he
believed to bo
question, is

have a settled
;1i reputation for strength
and toughness— but yon might fill a
big book with the conceits and tradi-

attorney's impertinent

am

sides,” said the Justice in

all the
here for both
answer to an in-

solent remark of the attorney.Judges are
altogethertoo prone to allow the attorneys
to conduct cases to suit themselves, regard-

of the righto of the witnesses or the

appropriateness of the ground they try to

occupy. In

this case the attorney resented

tho interruption, bocanie, he said, the
lawyer on tho other side hadn’t objected.
The idea that nothing could be improper or
illegal unless “ the other side " called the

to it, struck him as a
novelty. It is altogether too much of a
court's attention

novelty.— Free Press.

—William M. F. Bound, of Now York,
Secretary of the National Prison Associa-

United States, visited Detroit
week, to perfect arrangementsfor Uk6

tion of the
last

meeting of the associationin that city Oct.
17 to 21. He. says tho coming meeting
promises to be
large

a very

successful

one.

A

number of prominent men are to tak«
proceedings. Ex-PresidentR.

part in the

B. Hayes will bo permanent Chairman,being

already President of tho association.

Among others who will probably be proscut, most of whom will read papers, are
Theodore Roosevelt, Treasurer of the association;Judge Francis Wayland, Dean of

the Yale Law School; Charles Dudley
Warner, ProfessorCarletonT. Lewis, of

New York; representativesof the Government from the Departments of War and
Justice,and many others of national repn*
tatlon.

Crushed

•

they become unsightly in muddy
weather. Sorrels, Days, and darker
hues are the most popular, and they
are more easily matched than light
ones. Grays, iron-grays, and roans

an

a good example for

courts to follow. “I

less

........

Be-

may have thought it
was not before they went there and went

ing farmers' sons, they

to

Death.

special from Ann Arbor says: At 4
o'clock Sunday morning a tenement hous«
In the rear of a shoe-shopon Fourth street
fell in and killed a colored woman, Mrs.

A

‘

.

Ausman Bailey. There were ten persona
in the house before it fell. They were
Will Bibbins and family; Ben ‘‘Wiiiii
Williams
and Will Hinch, up stairs, and Mr. and
Mrs. AuraufS Bailey and Mr. Tolbert,
down stairs, all colored. AU escaped with
slight injuries, save Mrs. Bailey. She wai
about CO years old and had been affected
with paralysisfor severalyears. She had
risen up iu bed as the crash came, when
she was struck by the brick wall. She was
heard to scream wkou struck. Her remains
were secured after two hours’ work by the
Fire Department.

ending tions about the matks and colors of
horses.”— Bos/oh Budget,
Bales

Now

into families of fifty each.

1

•« «

over 400 boye in the reform

to be erected for tho boys,

shies without
watchful driver. If a

* • «

be a long-lost

to

Dequindro family.

school at Lansing.

a horse never

..

annual report of the National Cot-

to be as follows:

man

000. The person claims

measures are being taken. The churen practice. A falling spark from a pipe
or cigar has caused
led;many ridora broken
bones or bad bruises.
“What is the best color for ft horse ?
Well, that is about as much a matter of
taste as importance. To be Bore, few
persons want a ‘calico’ or circus horse,
as the boys call them, nor do they want
a conspicuouscream colored animal
White horses are objectionable becanse

August 31

Adrian

for property in Detroit valued at $4,000,-

1

towers are occupied to-night by strong deriflemen,
tachments of
-------- and the Prefect has
issued a notice offering a reward of from
50 to 1,000 soles to any one who may denounce the existence of conspiraoies or aid
the police in their efforts.
The Government forces have been withdrawn from Chosica, and are now stationed
at Santa Clara, fifteen miles nearer to Lima.
Nothing positive is known regarding the
whereabouts of Caceres.

of the United States

different parts of tha

—

and

The

up in

wants to match against any other horse in

marica."
‘vouldn’t shy if he vas to meet a vagOf the five hundred or six hundred men giu load of monkeys vith
.......
their taiill
engaged on the Government side, probably
two hundred escaped by flying to the jurnt off.’ That’s the funniest horse
mountainsor following Pachas. They are story I ever read— oh, you’ve read it,
lave you. Good.
h
still coming in in parties of two or three.
“Speaking of punishing a horse; alVery few prisoners were taken, for, as has
ways be careful about using a whip on
been stated, no quarter was given.
The Cacerists were commanded by Col a horse you don’t know; see how difMorales Bermudas, and it is stated that ferently horses take a whipping; just
Caceres with his staff arrived at Canta the like youngster8--8ome will tremble aud
day after the battle. The losses of the
loose their spirit; others will become
revolutionaryforces are not known. From
the fact that the Cagamaricabattalionwas
decidedly the finest in the Government
servicethe partisans of Caceres here are
to save a broken wagon or head. And
jubilantover his success.
The 5,000 soldiers in garrison at Lima here’s a bad practice you ought to
are not at aU affectedby the re- speak of— the lighting of those snappy
verse,
their officers are parlor-matches on a wheol-tire;many
confident of their loyalty in case of an a horse has been startled in that way.
attack on the city. Energetic precautionary Smoking on horseback ii a very bad

ms.-

champion roller skater is begin-

State.

irst notifyinga
cause is in front of him, he will throw
an ear sharply in that direction;if berind, he will point an ear inquiringly
jack; then, an experienced driver, who
ought always to be on the lookout, at
once gets ready to hold him, and at the
same time reassures him with a calm,
: rm stable-wordor two that he is used
o. Yes, sir, any horse that can see is
ikely to shy; and when any one tells
blew his brains out op the field of action.
Col. Torres escaped early in the fight, you he will not, it will be about as near
and tho Government has named another the truth as that hostler or waiter who
officer to command tho decimated “Caga- told Mr. Pickwick that his hone

Singular Experience of an Ohio Woman

[Washington telegram.

—The

ning to bob

don’t expect me to ‘give away* any
a walking- match.
tricks of
Well, I shan’t
>f the
th< trada
*
“
—Jacob Hancock, who had resided in
not that there aren't plenty of tricks in
the horse trade, but we’re established Hillsdale County elnoe 1839, died in Camhere with a good reputation,and we bria township, aged 76 yean.
have to deal aquarely ; so we leave the
—Addison, Lenawee County, with a pop‘funny business’to Gypsies and other
ulation
of about four hundred, has fouf
outside dealers. Wo have to study a
buyer often, and humor him a good doctors and an equal number of druggists.
deal, especially the chap who does not
—Mrs. Hannah Phettepjace, of Madison
know any more about a horse than a
Township, died last week, aged 92. She
horse knows about him. If a man
was one of the earliest settlers of Lenawee
really knows something about a horse
we can deal with him comfortably County.
enough, but the chap who only knows
—At Crystal Falls fire destroyed Bishop
horse-books— he’s the ‘daisy’ to deal A Bunkle's building,the Green Bay
with. He’ll twirl his eye-glasses, and House, and several smaller buildings.
ask Latin words enough to paralyze a
Loss, $30,000; insurance, $18,000.
first-classveterinarysurgeon. We can
—Some resident of Toledo, whose name
always pick out the man who is buying
his first horse— and he’s another ‘daisy.’ is not yet disclosed,is about to bring suit

the town.
On Saturday at 7 a. m. the hills inclosing Canta were occupied by the enemy, apparently1,500 or 2,000 strong, and with
about 200 cavalry. The latter were stationed at the outletsof the valley leading
toward the coast and to the interior, so that
from the first the Government forces were
effectually corraled. CoL Torres had placed
his men in the barracks, situated in the
principal square of the town, having also
small outlying squads behind some of the
walls in the suburbs.
Caceres’ artillery,four small fieldpieces, opened fire from the hill* at Huaychullaniat half-past7, and in a few
moments the firing became general.

iine were

Twenty

"

You

to talk religion, politics, or ‘Loss?’

[Panama dispatch.]

The

“Have I time to giro you a few remarks about horses? Why, certainly;
don’t you know a man always has time

‘

European Complications Likely Victory Snatched by the Puritan from Suicide of the Officer Responsible foi
the Defeat— Flight of the
What Seemed to Be Almost
to Arise— An Appeal from
Survivors,
Certain Defeat, J *.
the Forte.

---

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

Suggwstlons from the Man Who Stay* at
the Stable.

An Extraordinary Movement Con- England’s Phenomenal Tacht
.

DINTS ABOUT HORSES.

CAPTURE OF CANTA.

AMERICA STILL LEADS,

Et.YOLT IN ROUMELIA.

A.

Took Part in Parry’* Victory.
M. Fitzsimmons, of Beading,

It,

A Too ParticularHouse.

this yfcar. last year.
whites to the Detroit Free Press as follows;
Net port receipts. ....... 4,77tf,Ml4,800,8M
A man from Indiana went to Chicago
“In your issue of to-day you give au inExports to Great Britain..5^424,
2,484,836
Exports to France ........ 403,726 468,996 to buy a stock of groceries to start busi- terview with a gentleman who cLiirns hs
Export* to the continent
ness, had but little ready cash, and was saw tho engagement on Lake Erie, known
and channel ............. lfooo,664 , 962,746
ns ’Perry's Victory.’ There is now living
Total exports .............. 3,919,629 3,916,681 asked what security he could give.
Overland dlreot to mills. . 633,241 691 ,580
“Well, I did own a aaw-mill,”he re- in the Township of California,Branon
Total Crop .................
6,706,1656,713,200 plied.
County, this State, Mr. Alexander Odren,
Gross overland ............ 928,711 989,280
who was iu the battle under Commodore
“Bnt you don’t now?”
Takings of Northern spin.....................
1,486,711 1,587,166
“No; it was sold on a mortgage. I Barclay, and was taken a prisoner by
Takings of Southern spinPerry • forces at that battle. Mr. Odren is
did
have a farm.”
new ......................816,414 339,517
of French descent, lived in Detroit at the
Total consumption in the
“Is that gone, too?”
time, was over in Canada with two other
United States ............ 1,763,125 1,876,681
“Yes; went on a mortgage.”
young men, and was arrested and pressed
Sea island crop ............ 40,452 25,490
“Got a home?”
Stock at dose of year ..... 129,488 126.721
into the British service. After the battle
Shipped to Canada ........
22,062
“That’s gone with the rest”
he was token os prisoner to Erie, where
he enlisted in our army and served until
“Any wild lands?”
the clo*e of the war. He is now a penFractured Their Skulls.
“I had 190 acres, but it’s gone.”
“Then you feally have no security?” sioner at $8 per month for such services.
[Engene City (Oregon) special.]
“Look o*here, mister,” said the Hoo- After tho war Sr. Odren returned to DeMrs. S. kt Tftren, wife pt the proprietor
troit. and owned ten acres of land at or neat
sier, as he straightened np, “after a
of the Regiet'*, and Mrs., Thompson, her
wh to the City Hall now stands, which he
man has been used to doing a mortgagsold in iWO for $40 per acre and bought
mother, while out riding to-day, were
ing
business
for
twenty-five
years, ho
the land on which he now lives, having
thrown from their dog-cart The skulla
of both women war* fractured.Both are can’t change all in a minute. If a chat- moved on it in 1837. He has lived there
uncohscious, and there is np hope of their tel mortgage isn't security enough for’ cominuouslysince. Mr. Odren is 96 years
you, I’ll look around and
find
----a honse old, is active ‘and intelligmt,and relates
recovery.
not quite so particular.”—Wall Street the old soenos of those days as if they were
of but yesterday. Nothing delights him
Kewts.
ALL SORTS.
more than to get witji some Freucl
Thf. busy bee is held np as an example of industry,to boys, yet what a Sis boyhood. His wife is still _
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28,348
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The Furl tan.

A

Yankee boat— boilt in Boston, by
Boston men for Boston parties— the white
flyer Puritan,is especially the pride of
New Englanders. §hc was built by Gebrge
Lawley of South Boston, is 98 feet over
all, 80 feeUr iter line, 23 feet beam, 8 feet
2 inch draught. The qualities of the
Puritan were tested by three rkert with the
Priscilla, built also for the purpose of racing
the Genesta. Of three trial r&oea the
two, and was selected as the

American yachtinginterests
with the Genesta.

“Hoc* *

boys were .-.oenm-iDgSooi health, .Ithongh
your nose
oave raised ^lai^e^fandfy o/ cJfldren,
into a school-roomwithout getting it
•f whom live near them.3”
thumped.

terrible example ho is! If
like bees, you couldn’t stick

com Harvester
Michael Wagneb, who died at

for a

Biegel, Ohio, was 102 years old.’

New

M

rmrnitTr'iTf*^^****^

TqRotJrtff CnOTtP«y offcplr. Jm.
Uuuiley ue were enabled ILU week .10
The
drive through aud view the many beauti- ered.
city. On look-

ful farms just south of this

ing the

ground over the observer cannot
many de-

help but be impressed with the

-

Marrikd:— By Rev.
Aug.

5,

T. T.

Maine.A.

%-

one mile out. There is but one thing
lacking and that is the opening and im

proving of Market street. By this improvMarried:— By Rev. T. T. George, Sept. ment many
and valuable
--------

--

24, 1885, Wm. J.

Elferdink, boih of this

Tery

^

Zwemer to Hannah J.

city.

wjjj ^ ma(je

jota

(je4|rH5i0

am<

marketable.This property of course

Walsh.

on

-

Uie d"«lli»*> beln* erwte<1 we no“c*d
that of Mr. M. Harrington, who lately

purchased nine acres of land from Mr.
premium list John vUlciier< The house Is being built
published by W. H. Rogers, book and job 5y Mr< Huntley and will be a very neat
printer,of Holland, and we must i*y that
attractiveresidence when completed,
it is the best fair book we have received A pereon’s interest in the future of Hoithis year, and we have been the recipient lgnd wU1 ^ increftle(i by a trip through

W*

---

law

aeveral. It la neatly printed in

|

type and the press work is par excellance.

—FtnnvQk

Dupatch^

thlt neighborhood,

i

0f

letters

PHOEHIX
Cheap Cash

City and

A

rentals paid out, $11,226.08; net loss,

Flour and Feed,

remaining in the post-

Town

T. Kanlers will be In

been prepared

for

South Ottawa and West Alle- up

Dupakh-

_

and Glassware

t0 that

6, 259

_

Ly

prosperity.-iRwmw%

of

Wo-

the

R. E.

Holland. Mich.. July 23,

n,“K techni<»l instrucUon similar to the

fair of the

week, was well attended. The

Farmers and

“HOME JEWEL,”

The

Woodsmen.
will buy all the Stave aud fleadiog
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 38 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

mor*

or to G.

ED. VER 8CHURE, Supt.
Van Putten & Sons’ store.

Holland, Mich.,

Sept. 25,

1885.

round oak stoyes! fa|| Opening

of

this
en

Van Patten

fi.

We have jaat received a

fall

&

Seas.

of

DRESS GOODS,
FLANNELS,
REPELLENTS,

>

A Thorough Purgative ^

HOSIERY.

ing to the authoritiesst

Grand Haven

the plans and specifications for

for

m’

PraJer

welcome
the erec- Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
** 7:30 p-

riK*. were told that “the

man” was

out

and 2

P-

at

9

:30 a. m.,

Sunday School at 3:45

know

anything about the matter. SuhJ*01*2

The ignorance of

the officialsis the

thing that kept some

one from

from bidding for the job and
from obtaining it. There

is

only

this city

Morning, “The

Translation of

m*n

We

Enoch.”

Afternoon,

and 2

It is

now expected thst they

opening entertainment on

We

p. m. Sun-

Church— Rev. T. T.
Pastor. Services at 10^0 a. m.,

Methodist Episcopal

will give their George,

Monday even-

and 7:80

p.m.

line ot

Withal, they possess special properties.diuretic, hepaticand tonic, of the highest
medicinalvalue and

law.”
also keep at all times & completeline of

Absolutely Cure

FRESH GROCERIES.
The Best

in the World

Cm

—

BOSMAN,
dealer in

VAN PUTTEN &

Holland, Sept. 4,

be porchued of

A. B.

G.

!

-

E.

SONS,

,

1885.

the bowels — looseness as well as constipation— are • beneficiallycontrolled by
Ater’s Pills, and for the stimulation
of digestive organs weakened by longcontinued dyspepsia,one or two of

HEROLD,

Ayer’s Pills dally, after
more good than anything

Eighth Street.

prescribethem.

are the celebrated

GROVER HAND SEWED

SHOKS.

fpMia! gotiwjJ.
to

be procored in the market, and I aell
them at

lad of

new stamp pictures

some fourteen summers, a

verita-

a central part
good barn and pleasant
grounds. Inquire
J. C. POST,

of

34-8t

Young America, running at breakAgent.
neck speed to “get there” with some valuable epistle. The new system will go
into effect on the first of October, when
Golden Seal Bitten is meeting with
any of our citizens may have their letters grand success whenver uwd. It is an arimmediately delivered,when wot to a ticle of great merit. Every family should
special delivery efflee, on the payment of have it in the bouse. It is the coming
ble

fsmMy

1

a ‘‘FIPTS

Figures!

medicine.

88-4

Second-Hand Stoaes

CUSTOM WORK.

Good

Md

REMEMBERED.'
11wnLinMS.11a.1s.

NIMROD PLUG

Repairing promptly and neatly

7,

1893.

BOSMAN

the

BEST OOBW,

the

GREATEST SELLER,

AND NlfWR 8WKUS: GIVES GOOD SAt-

CALL ABUSES US.
A. B.

It

done

get

Bargains

Holland, Mich., Sept.

[)E

TOBACCO.

Bought and Sold.
Call

TQ

pecial attention will be paid to

Bottom

beautiful home located in
of the city, with

Man,

Co., Lowoll,

For sale by all Druggists.

Having just secured the services of
competent and capable shoemaker,

bear the countenance of some of onr illus- price. This is sn opportunityto secure a
trious statesmen, the

Ayr A

[Analytical Chemists.]

es-

installmentof the new special de-

stamp Is oblong in
Residence for Sale.
shape, being about one and a hslf by one
The fine residence owned by Dr. T. E.
inch in size. The stamp is deep bine.
Unlike other United States stamps, which Annis is offered for sale at a very low

B

PREPABED BY
Dr. J. C.

attractionfor our “fair week.”

livery stamps. The

j

AYER'S PILLS,

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :80.
fair. They have also agreed to play at Rev. A. 8. Jenkins, of Holton, Mich.,
low prices which will make this quite an will occupy the pulpit.

first

,

ers, of the highest standing,customarily

among which

Sunday school at 12 m.

ing the night before the opening of the

Postmaster Vebbrbk has received the

do

That Ayer’s Pills are the best of all
cathartic medicines,and many practition-

the

•is

dinner, will

else.

Leading Physicians Concede

BOOTS & SHOES

THE ROUND OAK

\

All diseases proceedingfrom disorder,
of the digestiveand asslmilatoryorgana.)
The prompt use of Ayrr’s Pills to
correct the first indications of costive*
ness, averts the serious Illnesses which
neglect of that conditionwould inevitably
induce. All irregularities in the action of

has Just received a large stock of the latest
styles of Ladles’ and Gentlemen’s

I, AUllUVj

have made dates with them state that the preach.
It

full

FUR CAPS.

“Hu-

ancoof something wrong about the let- day school at 3:45. Subjects: Morning,
ting of these contracts and it should be ' Our Lord Jesus is our bread, wine, and
narayelled.
garment.” Afternoon, “The communication of the life of the Father through
We are pleased to announce that arour Lord Jesus Christ.” Evening, “The
rangementshave been completed with
dedicationof the golden image in the
Tucker’s Comedy Company to play here
plains of Dura.”
during the week of the fair and also
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser'.pleased to note that, private letters from
towns they have recently visited,say they vices at 9:80 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.
are a first-classcompany. Managers who Prof. G. Boers, of Grand Rapids, will
company gave “entire satisfaction.”

a

action, as Is the effect of other cathartics.

Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.-

every appear- Services at 9:30 a. m.,

have a new stock of HATS, and

Piety and

life protected by the divine

possibly First

DOMESTICS.

p. m.

that they, those in charge of the office, Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
did not

Ayer’s Pills
Accomplish this restorativework better
than any other medicine.They are

and a fall stock of

and

^

YARNS,

AI1 <ire

Aion of a Life Saving Station st this bar- Broek, Pastor. Services

strengthened.

JERSEYS,

'dur-

Neu«e.% Foul Breath, Sour

medicine Is the first necessity for cure.
Then the cathartic effect must be maintained, In1 s mild degree, just sufficient
to prevent a recurrence of costiveness,
and at the same time the liver, kidneys
and stomach must be stimulated and

UNDERWEAR,

understand that bnlld-|ln«' °P"1“I* Anthems by the choir,

life.

Bilious Fever, Jaundice, Dyspepsia,
Kidney Diseases, Piles, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Dropsy, and various Skin
Disorders, are among the symptoms
and maladies caused by derangementof
the stomach and bowels.

line aud a complete

DRY GOODS,

fine The fair waa attended by e large pMtor. Subjects: Morning, “The agony
number from this Ticlnlty, who returned |n ,he g,rden ;
Erenlng, “The realm
well pleaaed with the whole exhibit. without a night." Congregationalaing-

en end contrectora of this city on epply. Weekl>' Prai6e *nd

j

Stomach, Dizziness, Headaches,

.lock of

and 200 horae..

are given to

to Life

most di*trra.'iugof minor human ailments,
and s host of disoiws, Rf^HlIlyresultant
from them, mutually nggruvnto each other
tnd twsnil at ouco the whoiu machinery

First

The farm Imple- Hope Reformed (Jhurch-Servlces at
meet department wa, especially -ell I tOM a. m., and 7:80 p. m. Sunday school
filled. The diaplay was large end Tery tt 12 m. Bev. Thoms8 Wtlker jone8

We

.

Are Indigestion u:ui Constipation.
Their primary mptoms uro among the

Reformed Church, services at
p. m. Sunday School
entries, 400 in the pomologlcal depart- 3:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the
ment, 350 of poultry, 200 of farm produce, Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
100 of iheep, 60 of swine, 400 of cattle, at 7:30. Rev. N. M. Steffens will occupy
besides M. L. Sweet’s herd of 180 Hoi- the pulpit.
list

SONS,

Twin Fees

!

American.

greater cities.

at sight.

RANTERS k

R.

to Filter’s Stave Factor)'.

was Targe. There were 600 fine art 9:80 a. m., and 2

«Mm,

most Durable and Beautiful Boiler Iron Stoves.

West Michigan Agricul- Chnreh Items with the Services for
Grand Rapids
To-morrow,

tural Society, held in

trie*

are the

For making contractsor further in-

'These sums have all been the e8labll8bment °r one or more “PP1*0'
sent during the past year. The facts I ^^iP schools In each city, simple man
above stated were gleaned from the 53d nal training schools for the smaller towns,
annual report of the Board, a copy of and
organized ones in the

The

WERKMAN.

1885.

GOLD COIN

“85, ”‘•86/’ and “87,”

Cook Stove, sells

nominated the putting of the school into

the Board.

I

fire pot.

ATTENTION

Foreign Missions, while private En8,i8h w,eDCe and ®rt claMM- «veo,ng formationapply
individuals oft his bity have sent $15 t0 1 technical schools after the French model,

.

handsome square coal stove, with round

THE

Give me a Call.

of

received.

a very

We

the

Reformed Church. The Clsssis of Hoi- universal evening drawing schools, eve-

which we have

THE “105" GOLD COIN,

establishing technical schools for ap-

men’s Board of Foreign Missions, of the lbe workshop. Dr. Philbrick advocates

Board

ENTIRELY NEW DESIGNS

any part of the city free of

year the total expenditure on

The Married Women’s Missionary So- requialtoshops, with appliances forgiving
ciety, the Young Ladiea* Missionary So- lbe theoretical instruction applicableto
ciety, and the Mission Band, of Holland, lhc ^de taught, This mode has been de-

laod have sent a total of $1,850.94to

10 per CCDt.

Never ha7e we had so nice a variety.

With honest and fair dealing he hope? to retain
all old enstomere of the etore and obtain many
new ones.

cities

prentices, consisting primarily

have contributed together $192.80 to

I

.[SOME

South Ottawa, and all workshop Into the school. The second is

for its

i

down nearly

There ie a telephoneIn the etore. and all ordere
given throughit will be promptly attended to.

and towns was $27,894,427.
7, 8, and 9. Our fruit-growers and farm- 'phe school property was supposed to be
ers will do well to see these gentlemen, WOrth $94,294, If'S. There are two plans
who will give all necessary information proposed for promotingindustrial educoncerningthis new society. The premi-4 cation. One is by annexing the work
um list is out, and will be distributed on shop to the school tor general education,
that day. Remember that Western Alle- whether elementary or higher. This
gan county will receive as much benefit mode is sometimes called the putting the
gan fair, to be held at Holland, October

ihould work

Dl'iceS
*

Dr. J. D. Philbrick. The latest accounts

I

town to-morrow, and will work in the in- which are available are those of 1882, and

this society aa

i

marked

charge.

WashingtonBureau of Education by

the

tereit of the

W6 have

In Order to double last Year’s Sales,

Schools.

report on the city school systems of

the United States has

L

!

Goods will be delivered to

operated, $6,125.86; total

$17,852.84.

from

etreet,
hereof ,

Store

total

operating expenses,$110,521.90; net loss

H. Books and

are Offering Special Inducements

Crockery,

dispatch dated Toledo, Sept. 21, office at Holland, Mich., Sept. 24, 1885:
says: Receiver J. A. Latcha, of the Mich- John Belt, Henry Beverly, Wm. M. Bel*
igan & Ohio Railroad, filed his annual re- den, Charlie Blank, Miss Ella Caudle, J.
port to-day, which states that receiver’s A. Gettelng, Isaac Kerr, Russell Lyman,
certiflcatea were issued to the amount of P. B. Lewis, Geo. W. Maiiony, 0. R.
$208,610.66; total number of passengers Rice, W. E. Seifer.
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
carried, 48,391 ; total freight tonnage, 78,-

of 156 miles

We

The undersignedhae purchased the etore and
stock of goode of M. Jonkman, on River
opposite the Phoenix Planing Mill, and will
•after conduct the bminees. He bae a large stock

A

660; Total earnings, $104,102 04;

Before you have Enquired our Prices.

'

received a copy of the

^

of

SEA.SOIST,

$fur

is not

'“I11 ^

HI. funeral services were held

THIS

also

IjAbt Saturday dealt remored .another “»»
llmit* but ,h*‘ " “"'y
old lettler, William BerghuU, aged 91 » lueatlon of a very few years. Among

LW

DO NOT DOT ANY STOVE

true remedy has at last been discovIt was long known in bis practice
as Dr. Pete's Lung Food for Consumption.
It is now called Dr. Pete’s 35-cent Cough
Cure, It is the safest, the surest,and the
best. No other Cough, Cold, and Consumption remedy is half its equal.
warrant it and will promptly refund the
money paid for it if a beneficial effect Is
not experiencedby the lime two-thirds of
the contents of the bottle is used. Sold
by H.
88-4

We

George, I slrable residence locations there are about

1885, Wm. H. Durgln to Mary

Barker, both of

Money Refunded.

!

NO.

46,

EIGHTH STREET.

^
Holland, Micb.,

X.

never eticks on the dealer's hands. Tl
be eeld ofMy other brand of Tobacco,
by ail jobbera and retallera.

HEROLD

Sept. 4, 1885.

S. W.
Bl-ly

IEMBU I

CO..

—

.for
opens with a well-written

W. H. ROGERS, Editor and Publisher.

Swioui Bmlti,
by E. C.

article

Reynolds, describing the

methods of

sheep raising in Texas, and the incidental

Terms

of Subscription.
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1 75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
Rates of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertisers nave the privilege of three

changes.
Badness Tarda in City Directory, not over three
$2 per annum.
Notices of Births,Uarrlages, and Deaths published without charge for subscribers.
advertising bills collectableanarterl

lines.

B^AU

A

ranch

life in that section.

couple of travelling sketches—’Tu a

by Margery Deane, and

Salt-Mine,’’

“Roughingit in Palestine,”by Charles

Wood—

are of the usual tvpe, while “Tor*

and “The Second Rank,” by Felix Oswald
mingle anecdote with information and

dis-

cussion on topics connected with natural

by Brander Matthews, is the literary article of the number— a bone

Story,”

thrown

[orrxcxiL.]

$1.00.

bottle or three bottlesfor

to the critics— while

GRANITE AND MARBL

A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of
Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 10 cents. For
sale by Yatea A Kane.

BRO’S MONUMENTS
Cloths and Trimmings,

Shiloh’s Yltallzeris a positive care. For
Sale by Yates A Kane.

Cortes

title.

“Doctor," said a dispoiringpatient

am

his physician,“I

in

a

Cemetery Work!

What

wblca will compare with anything to be found In
toe large cities, while the

belter

8. B. BEST,

roi

by prescribinga

on motion of Inspector Beach was

you.

All druggists sell

it

at

twenty-

five cents a bottle.

a.m.
>tm. a. m p. m.
10 25
11 35 5 00
2 15
9
SlV
10
11 57 2 30'12 37 8 27 4 85
11 55 8 44,12 52 9 20
5 15
1 30 3 86 1 45 18 00 7 00
250 4 801 2 45 2 35 9 10
7 10 7 10, 6 00
ft
p.m. p.m.la. m. p. m. p. ro.

Benton Harbor...

New

In

need of a fine suit for

R. N.Dl

MERELL,

1885.

D.

30-ly

LANDAAL

B.

EAST END

Dm
We

STORE!
lANEMli

Pnpriiton,

Buffalo .......

Chicago ..........

first-

PATENT MEDICINES
PERFUMERIES,

Holland, Mlcb., September 4,

CIGARS,

BROS..

1885,

81-4

FREE PRESS

and everythingpertaining to a well-kept
drag store.
Prescriptionsaccurately compounded
competent prescriptiooist,at any
time during the day or night. Come and

by a

see us.

BEST & LANDAAL,

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS

Buoklen’i Arnica Salvs.

and

TOILET ARTICLES,
BRUSSE

m. p.m.

a.

full

3DRT7GB,

do well to examine our stock before going out
•of town to buy the same goods at fancy prices.

will

^

m. p.m.

now nn band a

BUSINESS HE DEESS PUEFOSES,

Bangor ...............207 7 15 2 55 1
Grand Junction ...... 2 80 7 29 3 17 3 00
Holland ............. 830 8 30 140 5 20
p

hove

class line of

wr.1

Holland ..........
Grand Junction...
Hangor ............

al-

lowed.

K.

BEST E
Anyone

bottle of

.....

point

always be found lobe

FIRST-CLASS.

?d to ferent kinds of “Sure Cures,” when one
be adopted and the matter be referrei
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
a special committee consisting of the presisufferswith a cough or cold stick to the
a. m. p.m. ptm. a.m.
dent and secretary,with power to act.—
best and use Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup; it Chicago ............. 900 3 80 9 80
Carried.
New buffalo ........ 11 85 5 40 12 10 7 25
The claim of Ins. McBride, $1L.20, be- will cure your cough and never dlssap* Benton Harbor ....... 12 42 6 28 1 45 10 15
ing the fare of Miss C. J. Smalley irom
Detroit and return was presentedand up-

nd iriiiim

Ni’t
Mall Exp. Exp. Mix. Mix’d

TOWNS.

rheumatism, the doctor would have done

much

,

Holland, Mlcb., Aug. 25,

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.

all contorted with

Ins. De Roo reported that the children Salvation Oil, which would have relieved
of Mr. Trowbridge, living in^the second his patient at once. Price 25 cents a bot.
ward, were not allowed by their parents tie.
to attend school.
Life is too short to try half a dozen difMoved by Ins. McBride that the report

give Satisfaction.

Pants Patterns

‘Taking Effect Sunday, June 21, 1885.

was the reply. Now, if we consider that

was

Work Warranted to

All

Fancy and Fashionable

will

Chicago and West Michigan Ballway.

shall I do ?” I think you had better roost,”

kinds neatly executed.

of all

the latest weaves and colon are kept in stock,
together with a choice assortment of

dreadful con-

dition! I can neither lay nor set.

this poor fellow

§M.

|ail

to

to order.

and Diagonal

WORSTEDS,
In

Work

All kinds of Building

made

Skill f

its

Jr,

It,
which, although not the largest, Is wlthont doubt
the finest and best selected line of goods
ever shown In this city.

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 18, 1885.
complete and embraces the latest styles of
Special meeting. Members present,
Parisian couturiers. There is also a
Ladies’ and Gents’ bhoes, which are sold
Steffens,Beach, Harrington. McBride and
short account of General Grant’s visit to •t reasonable prices. We sell
De Roo. '
On motion the reading of the minutes Frankfort, with other minor papers. Fargo’s Boots and Fins Ladies Shots.
L. 8PRIET8MA & SON,
and the regular order of business were Among the stories,.“Anthony Calvert
Holland, March 19, 1885. 7-ly
suspended.
Brown,” by P. Deming, is in the quaint
The committee on teachers reported the and simple style characteristic of the
THE REV. GEO. H. THAYER, of Bourbon.
resignation of Miss C. J. Smalley..— Acauthor; “The Eye of a Needle," by Ind., says: •’Both mvaelf and wife owe onr lives
HILOH’S CONSUMPTION CURE” For sale
to SHILOH’S
cepted.
Sophie Sweet, is a clever bit from rural by Yates A Kane.
Moved by Ins. Harringtonto refer said
matter to the committee on teacherswith life; and “The Lady Lawyer’s First
ARE YOU MADE miserableby Indigestion,
Client,” a story in two parts, by Thomas Constipation. Dizziness, Loss of Appetite, Yellow
power to act.— Carried.
piquancy suggested by

,4a

have received a stock of

and Liver complaint, von
have a printedguaranteeon every bottlecf Shiloh’s Yltallzer. It never falls to care. For sale
by Yatea A Kant.

female read-

Wharton, is strictly urban, and bas the

In—

—-dealer

FOR DYSPEPSIA

number of important deWe have just received a Urge new stock
tails on the subject of dressmakingin of Boot! and Shoes and Slippers for
Theodore Child’s account of the great spring and summer trade. The atock is

The committee on school books and furniture reportedrecommending that Bryant & Stratton’s Common School Bookkeeping be introduced into the public
schools.— Adopted.
A communication from' Mr. D. Sluiter,
calling attention to (he fact that bis son
had been repeatedly sent from school by
his teacher, without assigning any reason
for doing so, and requesting to have the
matter investigatedby the board, was
read.— Accepted and referred to the visit
ing committee of this month.

H.'MfERELL,

Trade, 1.

BRUSSE

27 tf

ers will find a

Board of Education.

For the Fall

tling on the Outer Reef,’’ by C. P. Holder,

history. “The Philosophy of the Short-

PAPER

THIS

experiences of

One or two doses of Dr. Sshouteo’s Compound Syrup of Rhubarb checks in most
casei*. dlarhoea and the serious results of
summer complaints.Why run risks, when
one bottle of this famous remedy furnishes lelief! Sold by all dealers and can
be obtained of Dr. R. A. Schouten,Cor.
of Wenham avenue and Division street,
Grand Rapids, Mlcb. Price. 85 cents a

Holland, Mlcb., August

Moved that the matter of procuring
wood for the ensuing winter be referred
to the cummittee on buildingsand re-

The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Mali. Exp Exp. Exp. Exp.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fevtr
p.m p.m. a.m. a.m. p. m.
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Holland ...........
830 830 t4 45 10 15 5 35
pairs with power to act.— Carried.
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive- Zeeland ............. 340
4 5610 25 5 45
C. J. De Roo, Secretary.
Grand
Rapids
........
4 25 .9 15 5 45 11 15 6 30
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
money refunded. Price 25 cento per box.
a. m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
Negro Philosophy.
For sale by H. Walsh, Holland, and A Grand Rapids ....... 9 15 1 00 10 4ft 4 15
Zeeland ..............10 02
11 » 5 10
De candy-pullin’ kin call louder dan de De Kruif, Zeeland, Mich.
Holland ..............10 15 1 40 11 88 5 35

26,

1885. 80-ly

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

...

log-rollio’.

De

on de top

bes’ apples float

To all who are sufferingfrom the errors
and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak
De steel trap know when to talk.
ness, earlv decay, loss of manhood, &c., 1
Hailstonesdon’t pick hard heads to will send a recipe that will cure you,
FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
drop on.
was discovered by a missionaryin South
De youjg rooster dat crow too loud is America. Send a self-addressed envelope
to the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
’lectioceerln’for a lickin’.
New York
28-ly
Tall ireo make de squ’el sassy.
niedjer.

City.

De redbird lub to drink whar

be

see hii«ef in de wetter.

De top

o’ de hill is

harder to find dan

de bottom.
#De wood pile fraid o’ de norf wind.
*De s’ingletree got to stan’ a heap

o’

kickin’.

Dus’ don’t

A

settle

on de meal box.

When you vlglt or leave New York City, save
Burgage,Expreseage, and Carriage hire and atop
the Grand Union Hotel, oppoeite Grand Central Depot.
Elegant rooms fitted np at a cost of one million
dollars,reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
on European plan. Restaurantsupplied with the
beat. Horse car, stages,and elevateidrailroad to
all depots. Families can live better for less
money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other
hotel In the

city.

A man wat

what

ra.

ESTIMATES

880

85
30
85
10

9 12
9 17
9 56

j'-

for

for all

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.

%

Holland....

Fillmore..
Hamilton

.

Allegan

..

15
10 80
10 40
11 15
10

8 4’.
3 55
4 30

a.m. p.m. p.m
9 10 4
' 80 11 1'
19 42 502 1214

Allegan...

preparationis so well balanced

Walsh.

’tie time to stop fishin’.

Dog Days are Here.

them the much dreaded diseases with children, to-wit summer complaints. Any parent desirous of properly
And

plenty o' help.

make up

for

Will

fit

np residences lor

F.

G.

with

CARPENTER. Gen. Pus.
CHURCHILL.Station Agent.

Taking effect Jan.
001X9 WIST.
Pass. Mix’d
a. m.
10 10
11 02
11 24
11 29
11 89
11 55
12 06

Osatral

Pus.

Tlai

TOWNS

pat in and repaired.

M
V

80

48
12 55
1 06
1 17 a. m.
1 88 « 10
203 6 87
6 49

an

286 707
256 7 27
304 7 85
42
24
S3
39

M

W

.

Montleth..
....Fisk....
..Kellogg..
A Allegan L

p.

m.

5
4
8
8

10
15
52
47

Holland. Mich., .time 19, 1885.

Oil DOLLAR a

orm.

The Wreklr free Vnm tor one
year and any one of the Book, named, postage
paid, on receipt
ipt of amount quoted.

We

will lend

be Live# wf

228

Oar Preeldeataf

hat Krery Oae BheuLI It

_

_

p. to

800
788

I

7 21
7 03
6 48

BillVr.R>ELp.E»r&'..m ‘ t**'8UB8CMBK NOW— DON’T DELAY.
PrsmltUBSgiven for club*. Bend for Premium
List and Sample Copy. Local sgesta wanted.
The Free Press Oe., DelreM, Utah.

635
029
555
5 47
5 87

525
50
m.
a.m.
protectinghis children against this dis- p. m.
A mule kin tote so much goodness in ease ihoul
should not neglect to buy a bottle o(
Train Connection*.
his face dat he don’t hab none lef for his Dr. Scbouteo’s Compound Syrup of RhuAt Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Danbarb. It saves doctor’s bills and the life dee, with T A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with Wabhind legs.
of your
27-tf uh, St. Lonls A Pacific.At Tecumseh, with Lake
Shore A Mich. Sonlhern. At Jerome, with L. 8.
De price o’ tame coons don’t pester
AM. 8 At Hanover, with L. S. A M. 8. At
light feed in da horse trough.

year.

•pscial book

2 45
21
10
59
88
14
1 02
12 44
12 27
12 20
!Q 15
II 48
11 35
11 30
11 20
a. m.

VAN LANDEGEND A KEUKKOP,

Thai it U irenura ly narantal a* Dm- nv«t (Mrable and roeiHorkmi of Wwbliea U thown by
the fact that It hit* try far the laiuert d.-culatinn
of any paper twhUMMa In Michigan. No well
regulated family witl be without 1L Pr;oe, only

387
322
808
2
2
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THE SAND.

IN

BT OBOBOE n. PBENTICB.
Alono I walked on tbs ocean strand ;
A pearly shell was In my band ;
I stooped and wrote upon the sand
My name, the year, the date, the day.
As onward from the sj ot 1 passed,
One lingering look behind I cast ;
A wave came rollinghlv h and fast,
And washed my

line

away.

And so, mo thought, 'twill quickly be,
With every mark on earth from me,
A wave of dark oblivion’ssea
Will sweep across the place
Whore I have trod the sandy shore
Of time, nnd been, to be no more—
Of me, my day, the name I bore,
To leave no track or trace.

And
And

yet, with Him who connta the sands,
holds the waters in
l His ‘hands,
I know a lasting record stands
Inscribed against my name ;
Of all this mortal port has wrought,
Of all this thinkingsoul has thought,
And from these fleetingmoments caught,
For glory or for shame.
i

he m

r

OSCULATION.
shall take— ah— a kiss,
If yon have no objection,
My pretty, plump Miss !
For you’ve booked my affection,
And I yenrn for a kiss Have you any objection?
I

You refuse me that bliss?
You have an objection ?

Why
I

tho thusness of this?

By the GordianbisectionI
shall cabbage a kiss,
And pooh-poohyour objection.

You surely won’t miss
Such an innocent bliss
From your boundlesscollection.
If

you do, then

Hov
low
111

I

wist

make due correction :
return you the kiss—
to

Please return

my

affectionI

-Punch.

THE MESSAGE.
It was midnight, and two women
awaited different messengers nnder one
roof. To the elder, the slow-paced
hoars were bringing death; to the
.younger, a bridegroom. The faded
mistress of the rich parvenu’s home
had lain down to die, facing the doom
of all with the cold stoicism of the
unloved. Ready to take her place, impatient to clutch at the gauds the
«ther despised, and to parade a triumph
which should have been her dishonor,
was her rival
IS he was a young woman, of course.
Subtler feminine charms than bright
•eyes, rosy lips always parting in a smile,
« slender fignre, and audaoions,girlish
ways, were hardly likely to fascinate a
man of John Harden’s character— a
man who had risen from the meanest
tanks of life, spent his years in moneygetting, and shunned rather than
sought good company, in the true sense
of the word. To be put out of countenance by no one had been a leading

m

______

__

„
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place, Mr. Harden fetched from the to flaunt myself before the world as an
lobby close by a carriage cloak lined insulted wife, to conrt the neighbors’
with rare for, and bestowed it about pity for the slights put upon me by my
the girl’s shoulders.He next went to husband. No; I sat alone amid all this
the sideboard,and, half-filling a glass show so hateful to me, with unspoken
with wine, “Do not let yourself get enrsos in my heart What right had
chilly or faint then," he said, softly, yon to treat me thus? Was I the only
standing over her, glass in hand.
one of ns two to grow old and wrinkled ?

yet feeling that she onght to say something on her own behalf, another sig-

A Fighting Booster.

“I was making a trip through Sullinificaht act told her dearly enougi van County, New York,” said John Gilwere proofs still wanting^of what was. bert, the travelingman, and, driving by
in Mr. Harden’s mind. The rich, fur-| a bam on a farm near Sockett Pond, I
lined cloak in which he had so tenderly! saw a lot of big rat skins nailed on the
enveloped her just an hour ago, lay on side of it I stopped and counted ’em.
the ground. In her startled surprise* There were twenty-ona
She just sipped the wine and put If our marriage was not blessed with it had fallen from her shoulders. She
“‘Hello!’ I shouted to the farmer,
back the glass, smiling gratefully. He children, the misfortune was mine as now saw him pick it np, and, with a who was at work near the barn. ‘What
returned to the sideboard,swallowed well as yours. These things rest with gesture not to be mistaken, lay it, care- io you do with these rat skins?’
the remainder of the wine, then sat the Almighty.”
fully folded, on his wife’s favorite
“ ’Nothin’,’said ha ‘Them’s Snorter’s
down in his old place by the fire.
For a moment, a moment only, hr«r chair, at the extreme end of the room. scalps.’
Just then the door was tapped lightly, voioo swayed to real feeling as she con- That cloak she was not to touch again.
“ ‘Oh I' I said; ‘Snorter’syour dog?’
and an elderly, homely woman-servant tinued :
Then he left her, in a moment more toi
“ ‘No, he ain’t/ replied the farmer.
made her appearance.
“There was a time when life was a return. Constance Emery looked up, ‘Snorter’s my boss rooster/
“If you please,
•1<
sir,” she said, without hard struggle to ns, and yon behaved and once more her heart stood Btill|
“ ‘You don’t mean to say you’ve got a
looking at the girl, “mistress is herself kindly to ftia I wonld have laid down He had repented of his cruel abrupt-! chicken that kills rats?’ I said.
again, and askl for you.”
my life to make you happy. And I was ness, this undeserved coldness, and was
“ ‘Them’s his skins/ said the farmer.
Such a summons, unwelcome al- ever a true wife to yon, John ; you can- come to whisper a tender word in her
“Well, if there was a rat-killing roosthough it might be, was imperative. not deny that. Do yon remember when ear, to console her for what he had, ter in the country I wanted to see it, so
With a lingering look at the vision of we kept our little shop, how l used to perhaps, been forced into by a death I asked the farmer if he wonld show
life, youth and jollity left behind, Mr. sit np till past midnight ironing your scene.
came baok to the table, him to me. He said he wonld, and I
Harden followed his hushed conduct- shirts,and mendingyour clothes? And leaving the door ajar.
jumped out of my wagon and went with
ress to tho chamber of death.
the first time you were summoned to
“Take good care of the piece of him. He took
around to another
n.
sit on a jury I was proud to Have you paper,” was all he said, as he pointed
barnyard and pointed out tho rooster
It was a strikingly luxurious room, go. I never told you that I sold my to the check.
ameng a flock of hens and other roosthung with arras of crimson silk, and father’s watch, the very watch he left
Again the door closed, and this time ers. The ratter was a big red rooster,
carpets to match, in which the feet me, to buv your black coat, and turn he was indeed gone. She heard him
standing at least two feet high, and
sank noiselessly. On each side of the you out like a gentleman. And now—” go to his closet,on the same floor, and
looking as if he might be strong enough
Venetian looking-glass were handsome
Yet one tremor more as she got out lock himself in; that was a sign, to get away with a fox.
candelabras,supported by little loves the rest of the sentence.
also, she had learned to understand.
“ ‘Dunno what ’is pedigree is/ said
in tinted porcelain. On the dressing“And now, had yon treated me with Nothing remained but to do as she was tho farmer. T bought an old hen three
table glittered silver-toppedscent bot- considerationdue to a wife, had you bid. After all, he was master in his
years ago, with a brood of three-weekstles and a woman’s small watch, set cared for me at all, I should be the first own house. She might weep, remonold chickens. The Snorter was one of
with diamonds. Tho fire had ’been to say to you on my dying bed— 'Do strote, implore; she could not stay, ’em, and there ho is. I dunno how
allowed to burn low, and only one not frel, my dear; marry some good against his will.
many more rats he’s killed than them
small lamp lit up the silent room and woman; try and be happy for my
Humiliation, mortified vanity and twenty-one in the barn, for its only
its solitaryoccupant— a worn, white- sake.’”
dismay were succeeded by other feel- a year ago that I found ont that he was
haired woman, whose life was nearing its
Then she did indeed look at him ings. On the whole, perhaps, her suda ratter. I was walkin’ along by the
penetratingly,and with a startling fix- den departure would not create much
close.
yard here one day, when I heard a great
It was easy to seo that, like her hus- edness that seemed to search his very talk in the neighborhood and in the
cacklin’ ’mongst the chickens,and the
band, Mrs. Harden bad not been born soul. Clenching her hand as if be- kitchen. She was young, and no relaloud squealin’ of a rat that there wasn’t
to such luxury as thia; her physiog- tween himself and her stood her dead- tion. Wonld it not be quite natural for
no doubt was in trouble. I looked, an*
nomy, as well as his own, indicated a liest foe, she added :
Mr. Harden, in the eyes of the world,
'

{

I

He

me

homely origin. Her thin hands still
“Do I not know what will happen as
showed evidence of laborious toil The Soon as I am put in my grave ? In spite
heavy silk curtains of warm red, and of your caution, I see well enough who
downy quilt, covered with satin, were is waiting to take my place. Marry
in strange contrast with the look of the that ungrateful girl we picked ont of
mistress. Twenty years of opulence the gutter. Ring the joy bells a year
had never familiarized her with it To hence at the birth of a son and heir.
the last she looked, as indeed she felt, No good will come of it. Conscience
a stranger in her own house.
will crush you, unclean heart, perjured
Go away, Anna,” she said, gently, to tongue ! Yon will tremble when Death
the faithful peasant woman who had stands near you, beckoning as he now
grown old in her service, “Leave us beckons me, and tremble in vain -- ”
alone.”
White as the dying woman, the husThe husband realized at a glance band leaned forward with a word of
what had happened. She had remem- exculpation,an entreaty for pardon on
bered something,been reminded of his trembling lips. But it was too late.
something she wanted to say to him at The force of ebbing life had already
the last, and, as will often happen in spent itself. Mrs. Harden fell back
the case of the dying, a brief return of unconscious on the pillow, and as he
consciousness was accompanied by a caught her in his arms he saw that the
momentary recovery of physical end had come. The faithful Anna,
strength — last bright, evanescent hearing his erv for help, hastened to
flicker of the flame of life.

her benefactor only, to send her away ?
And certainly, as far as her own feelings and inclinations were concerned,
she would rather be anywhere than in
a house with the blinds drawn down,
and the hush of death reigning over it.
In her heart of hearts, but for the errand, she was really glad to go.
And lastly, that check, when she
grew calm enough to think about it,
altogetheraltered the aspect of things.
She had no idea of Mr. Harden’s real
wealth, but the sum he had just given
her in lien of a wedding-ring, seomed,
to her simple eyes, enormous. Whatever happened, she was a great personage now. It was characteristicof the
girl, as she deposited the check at the
bottom of her trunk, and sullenly made
her preparationsfor departure, that
she never for a single moment regretted the affection of this man, or what

see that the big rooster was tuggin’
away like mad at a rat’s tail, which he
had ketchcd as the rat was skippin’
into a hole under the barn. After two
or three steady jerks, ont come Mr. Bat,
an’ quicker than I kin tell yon, the
rooster swung it np over his head and
slapped it with all his might agin’ that
big stone by the side o’ the barn. He
whacked it three times, an’ then
chucked the rat away. There wasn’t
no more life nor backbone left in it
than there is in a wet dish-rag. Since
then we’ve found twenty more big rats
in the yard. Every time we found one
we’d find a fresh spatterin’ o’ blood on
the big stone, and so we knsw’d that
Snorter had done it So we nailed
their skins on the barn as we got ’em,
an’ they’re known all over the country
as Snorter’s scalps.’
“I noticed that there was a big
of feathers missing

patch

from the

rooster's
also pretty

the bedside of her mistress.
bad passed muster for his affection. back, and that they were
Mrs.
She only tliought of his rongh flatter- well thinned out on his neck and one
whilst, therefore, surrounding himself Harden now beckoned the shrinking,
So enticing the warmth of that luxu- ies, his unfigurative compliments,his
wine. I asked the farmer what had
with all the glitter of opulence, he re- conscience-strickenman to her bed- rious fur-lined cloak, so soft and easy homely admiration.But all these, and
caused tho damage.
mained the blunt, plain-spoken homely side.
the arm-chair in which her patron had much more, surely, awaited her in tho
“‘Big chicken hawk,’ said the farmer.
John Harden of early days. He was
There had been no leave-takingbe- settled her, that Constance Emery felt triumphant future. Why should she
‘That was tho nicest tussel I ever see.
just 60, and the girl busied with such tween him and the faithful partner of ready to drowse. But her brain was shed a tear for one who could part
Last week one of the biggest hawks
Affectation of demnrenesson some fool- well nigh forty years. From the be- too busy with the future to indulge in from her without a handclasp, a smile,
that ever lived washangin’’round here,
ish hoarding-school bead-work could ginning of her lUnes, greatly to his sleep. She must, would keep awake, a fond look? She almost felt that in
soilin’ about most o’ the time with his
hardly be twenty. The pair sat op- relief, she had avoided anything ap- in order to think ont the future as it time she should learn to bate him.
eye on my barnyard. One day I stood
posite to each other bv the fire, onlv in- proaching to close, confidentialtalk, opened itself to her enlarging gaze.
Trao enouch, punctual to the mo- over in that field there, when all of a
terchanging a word from time to time, any allusion to the past or the future, Perhaps the girl was not deserving of ment, William waited in the porch
betraying nothing of their secret as they more immediatelyconcerned wholesale condemnation, after all. Ynl- with the brougham ; a moment later suddeut I see sumthin’ droppin’ down
out o’ the sky, like a big stone, square
thoughts to chance eavesdroppers at themselves. He had taken care that garity may indeed be a piece of ill-for- and a woman’s trunk was placed on
in the direction of tho barnyard. In a
the door. Yet, despite such gauded everything money could do was done tune, as much as a wry nose or mis- top, a slender, girlish fignre, wearing a
speech, a quick observer must have for her. A London physicianhad been shapen foot; only to the rarely en- small crimson hat with a white feather, second I know’d it was that old hawk,
eeen at a glance how it stood with both ; summoned in consultation;all the con- dowed ones is it possible to burst the and tight-fitting crimson mantle bor- and I started on a run for the yard.
When I got there the all-firedest hullthe girl’s flushed cheek and sparkling cern that decorum exacted under the chains of custom, bringing up and he- dered with fur, stepped in, the door
abaloo
was goin’ on among the chickens
«yes, the man’s look of suppressed sat- circnmstances had been testified by redity.
was shut, and, as if divining his mas- that I ever listened to, nnd there was
isfaction, told their own story. The him ; he was constantly in the sickIn the midst of foolishly bewildering ter’s wishes, the old man-servant drove
dread messenger whoso name is' Death, room. Bat the solemn confidence, the dreams of silks and trinkets, carriages the carriage swiftly toward the lodge fcnorter with his jaws fastened on the*
hawk’s neck, and jist liftin’ him in the
as he passed through this hashed house, final understanding, the supreme vale- and lacqueys,boudoirs and fashionable
gate.
air. and swattin’ him down on that rock
made way for a joyous successorwhom, diction that might be looked for from receptions, she was aroused by the abIV.
yonder, like my old woman might
under various guises, men call Love.
two human beings who had passed rnptest intrusion. Rising to her feet
What the rich man did with his whack the dust out'n a door mat.
The bund of the costly time-pieceon almost a lifetime together, had never (for she knew well who the intruder inner life from that time, none knew.
That hawk wa’nt fur from bein’ as big
the mantle-shelfpointed to 12, and the been uttered.
must be), she wus fain to clasp his hand, Outwardly, it was clear for all to see— a
as the rooster, and the Snorter found
mere sign seemed to chill the air. Mr.
Now it became clear to him that they to whisper an endearing word, to greet model of austereness, rectitude,and
Barden rose to make np the fire, as he were not to be separated thus. The him fondly as she had done surrepti- rigid adherence to duty. Mr. Harden out that he hadn’t tackled no durn
queakin’ rat. Tho hawk thrashed his-’
did so letting one hand fall on his com- opportunity for a last word had come, tiously scores of times before. But at
made no affectation of piety, of conver- wings about, and clawed with his toes
panion’s. “It is growing late and cold. and she clutched at it with almost a glance toward her patron, her heart sion, os the phrase goes. He did not
till the rooster’s feathers flew aronnd
Better go to bed, Constance,” he said, frenzied eagerness. The expression stood still. Clever she was not, femintake to reading his Bible, or excessive that yard like dead leaves in a gale.
in a voice of tender concern.
on her face he could not misread— she ine tact she possessed in a moderate de- church-going.The exactions of conBut Snorter had the grip o’ that
The girl, allowing herself for a mo- was determined to say what she had to gree, yet she realized in a moment, science and custom in this latter reiron jaw o’ his on the hawk’s gullet,
ment to be carried away bv impulse, say. She felt confident that death withent knowing the cause, the nature spect had ever been fulfilledby him.
and after teu minutes or so the chickenleaned forward. Her bright brown curls would afford her this grace — consent to of the transformation that had come
But in his lonely, remorse-stricken stealer's caloric gave out, aud then the
just touched his scanty gray locks; her hold aloof a little while.
over him. She stood aghast, not ven- widowhood he took to good company.
rooster soon pounded the life out’n
eoftly rounded cheek just came in con“John," she began, gathering fire turing a step forward, lacking courage Alike in look, dress and manner, he
him.
I’m havin’ that hawk’s skin
tact with his own, lined and corrugated and force with every word, all the even so much as to utter his name.
affected tho air of a gentleman. As if stuffed, and that’ll be a scalp worth
with care. “Should I leave you alone pent-up indignation of years poured
He came close up to the table by to challenge the world, moreover to say allowin’. ’’—ATeioYork Suv.
At snch a time?” sho whispered. He forth at the last, “I have had something which she stood, holding in his hand a a syllable against bis character, he gen«aid nothing, bat, kneeling before the to say to you for years past. Now I small strip of paper barred with pink. erally had to reside with him some
The Tall Hat*
Site, making it up after methodical must speak, or not at all.”
“Constance,” lie said, in that brief, needy clergyman, or young man prePerhaps no article of attire is, and
fashion, contrivedat the same time to
“You ought not to agitate yourself, hard, unanswerable voice she knew so paring for holy orders, with whom he long has been, more consistently abased
•transfer from his waistcoat pocket to Bessie," he said, nervously; “it will do well, though now used for the first took his meals and spent his evenings than the high hat, which is the outward
her not unwilling fingers a minute box you harm.”
time to her— “Constance, I cannot over chess or backgammon. Ho gave token of respectability in man. It has
•of crimson leather lined with velvet
“Harm!” she said, with a gesture of marry yon. I shall never marry again. clerical dinner parties too, delighting been called by contemptuousnames, as
"Within gleamed a wedding ring, and as contempt. “You speak of harm to a Here is a compensation for a broken to assemble aronnd his luxurious board a chimney pot, a funnel, a stove-pipe, a
Constance Emery gazed upon it fur- dying woman. But do not interrupt promise.”
all the clergy of tho neighborhood; glossy cylinder, and so on, but it is to
tively, her lover’s face showed exulta- me. My time is short ”
He turned np the lamp h order that well pleased also, in turn, to accept in- be observed that, in spite of all, people
tion equal to her own.
“John, 1 am not afraid to die. I she might see wlrat he had given her. vitations to their houses and bo initiated continue to wear it. Mr. Oscar Wilde
To thia shallow girl, the first glimpse have never been what is called a relig- There it was, plain enough; nothing into what is called good society gen- uttered his protest at Highberry reof her wedding ring meant everything ions woman. I was never so tender- could bo plainer; a check for £5,000.
erally. The world, of course, welcomed cently, and
' dv
dwellers in the northern
that life itself could mean. She was hearted to the poor and afflicted as I
The astonished girl was dumb, nnd the millionaire into their ranks. He suburb seemed to have agreed with him,
•.nothing, possessed nothing; the ring see now that I ought to have been. ho hardly knew whether as yet she might have married half a dozen times, but it may be doubted whether in any
would give her all she set store by, and But X have done my duty. As a . wife, fully understood the meaning* of his to his social and moral advancement, case agreement was carried so far
.render her exactly what she wished to os a woman, I have acted uprightly. words. Something else he had to say, had he pleased. From the first, how- is to induce anybody to abandon it.
become. It would throw the responsi- When the same moment comes to you, however, nnmistakably clear and to the ever, it was evident to all that, what- No one can defend it, but custom has
bility of her own existence upon an- when the door stands open before you purpose also.
ever John Harden might do for the io brazed the artistic faculty that no
other’s shoulders, relieve her from the as it does to me, between li!o and death,
“It w ill be better for you not to stay church, and society, he would never mo— -no one, that is to say, whose exodious burden of bread-winning,afford and you know you must go the dark here any longer. I have ordered cof- marry again. Clerical ladies might get imple it is safe to follow — will leave it
her luxury, social power, and the kind way, can you say even so much for fee to be ready by 6 o’clock, and the money out of him. No woman would oft'; ncr is there any general agreement
of away over an ordinary nature that yourself?.”
brougham at half-past, in time to catch ever persuade him to purchase a wed- os to what should be substituted. The
>by such women is made to do dutv for
She leaped forward, not looking ex- the early express. William will drive ding-ring. O bese distractionsrelieved tall hat is a sham, for it has an affectaAffection. The ring, in shprt, was to actly at him (he could have bi/rne that you to the station and give yon a first- the tedium of solitnde,and if he did tion of being beaver; it is an inconopen wide the portals of a career affer better), but peering as if into futurity, class ticket Mind and be ready.”
not look cheerful, at least he invariably venient thing to carry or dispose of
her own heart, without it, unattainable seeing, so he seemed to think, what lay
Still not a word from the scarlet- wore an expressionof satisfaction.He when it is being worn, and is unsuited
as u crown. To the man also the ring behind the grave, and was veiled from cheeked, mortified, trembling girl. might well look satisfied1 He was sat- to the English climate,because rain
aymbolized the aspect of life most his own and from all mortals’ gaze. Had anyone half an hour before as- isfying himself;in other words, ns he spoils ii Certainly it is not picturesque.
( Agreeable to him. In one respect The meanness, the homelinessof the sured Constance Emery that she should thought, balancing his moral affairsand There is nothing to be said, on the
t money-making had not rendered him woman vanished indeed then.
thus stand silent and abashed in the putting himself on the right side of th< other hand, in its Xavor; every on**
oallou*. To hia mind a certain femiSomething more tlmn personal feel- presence of this man, she would have banking book.
wears it because everyone else wears
nine type ever remained irresistible. ing, the indignationborn of silently en- laughed the prognostication to scorn.
Nor was the widower forsaken in it. So closely did our fathers cling to
Of ideal loveliness, of spiritual or in- dured wrong, almost spectral features. But with that quick, unerring in- moments of sickness, or when infirmi- the fetich that they even played cricket
tellectual beauty, it was not at all It was not the injured wife, the out- stinct of the dull, the instinct born of ties overtook him. The devoted Anna, jn their tall hats. Something, one
likely that he should have the remotest raged woman, so much that spoke now fear and self-preservation,
she now whose heart had once turned wholly would think, must surely happen soon
conception; but he owned the sway of to John Harden’s guilty soul as the recognized the fact for herself. There against him, whose very feminine in- to emancipatethose who are under its
. frolicsome pirlhood,the easy assurance voice of conscience itself, of awful was nothing sho could say to soften
stincts had revolted against the slights sway, —London Standard.
•of yonng, handsome,reckless women. justice,of awarding doom.
him, even were she mistress of herself put upon her mistress, now testified
A Draw.
To surface charms of look or manner
“I have been a hypocrite to yon all blandishments, exhortation, tears, even affectionate solicitude for the
he was ever ready to do homage. But these years. I have never once opened would all prove ineffectual as chil- changed, repen tent man. And if there
She— “Oh, you are looking at that
"the ring had other and graver meaning my lips to you on tiie subject of your dren’s dams to keep out tho tide.
was one person in the world to whom picture. I drpw that.”
for him. His first marriage had been conduct to me,” she went on, in a supSomething baa., happened — she he ever opened his lips on the subject
He— “Did you ? Then your luck is
ohiidlesA
enormous wealth, ernatural voice. “But do you suppose vaguely guessed the' trttth— to shut of the past it was to his wife’s faithful bad as mine, I gnesa. I’ve spent I don’t
Amosfeed so laboriously, lacked an heir. I was blind or a fool? Those long, him from her, to harden him toward Servant and only friend.— Temp/e Bar. know how many dollars in lottery
Might not a yonng wife make him tho winter evenings I dragged out as best her forever. v
tickets, and I never drew a thing that
proud father of blooming children?
X could aionp, did I not know how they While she stood thus, shrinking, irAs ape is ridiculous by nature, but was worth anything.”— Boston 2VqnThe tiny box consigned to its hiding- were spent by yon? I was not going resolute, unable to get ont a syllable, men become so by art and
id study.
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Darld and Goil«t£

Where Anthony Wayne Died.

"Aitfr yon moat ready?” yelled a
Erie has been the -theaterof some man from the bottom of the stairs to his
Goliath was originally the giant in a
aide show in Gath at thirteen dollars a events of special interest to Ameriqans, wife, who was getting ready to go with
week, but When the war broke out he the first being thb death of Mad An- him on strain.
“Don’t hurry me, and I’ll be ready
enlisted in the army of the Philistines, thony Wayne in 1796. The old hero,
more for the bounty than anything after his defeat of the Northwestern In- all the sooner,” returned the busy
. else. This life seemed to hit him about dians, and the Jay-Grenville treaty of woman snappishly.
right, for Goliath was naturallylazy 1795, had been sent out as Commander- The husband said no more, and let
in-chiefof the army to conclude a her take her own time. In about threeand trifling.
Every morning after breakfast Go- treaty with the conquered tribes. quarters of au hour she came down
liath dressed in Jus brass plug hat and Successful in this, he had embarked at looking .as4rim as a new doll, and said:
“Well, here I am, but what have
cast-iron corset and copper clothes, Detroit on the sloop Detroit on his rewould sail out and poke fun at Saul and turn to his home in Chester County, you been doing ? Why haven’t you got
his home guards.
Pa., when he was attacked by his old on your boots and coat?”
“Oh, there’s no great rush now, my
Goliath was a large, husky yahoo ennemy, gout; on searching for the
from the headwatersof the Chug, and usual remedy —brandy— none could be dear; no rush at all.”
“Why not?”
had a hand on him like a horse-block. found on board. Suffering excruciatXT xa *2X1
“The train has been gone a quarter
He was muscled up in good shape, too. ing pain, Wayne was borne over th6
of
an
hour.”
'When he began on a man it meant six lake, but finding him much prostrated
Blood Purifier 9 Health Restorel
“Well, you’re a mean thing,” said Rheumatism, ‘Neuralgia, Sciatica,
months in the hospital with careful on reaching Erie, then a frontier post,
It never fails to do Its work tn cases of
Lumbtgo,Backache,Head.ch., Toothache,
nursing, and if Goliath felt grieved the sloop put in there, hoping to find a the woman, bolting out of the room; *or« Throat,SwrIIIng*.Npraln«.BralM‘s,n«i Biliousness,ConsUpation,Hea4»
0L4f PW® and Steep, Nervous
Barns, ftenlds. Frost Bites,
and hurt about something a man had surgeon and remedies. But there were “that’s just what you are. If you
Debility, Neuralgia, and all Vernal*
iW* ontxa BODILY FAIRS ARB AOnM. '
Complaints.
Hops It Balt Bitten Is a V«go»
said about him, and took the man aside none nearer than Pittsburgh, and an hadn’t kept hurrying me all the time
lolilb]rDni(|lit(an<1DMUna*erT«hrr«.
Fmr OauU * boUta,
table Compound. It Is a Medicine not a Bur»
Direction!In 11 UnfMCW.
to have a little talk about it, the man’s express was dispatched thither. Mean- I’d have been ready long ago.”— C7iiroom Drink. It differsas widely as dosu
THE CHAUI.E8 A. VOGELEB CO.
widow applied right off for the life in- time, the General was carried, at his cago Ledger.
CSnewnOAVOasuasoo.)BoRlMn.lt,*,**. dev and night from the thousand-snd-oB*
Mixtures of vtls Whisky flavored with
surance. In this way Goliath used to own request,into the Northwest blockaromatics. Hops A Malt Bitten Is reeous*
A
Black
List
be respected very much around Gath. house, and there made as comfortable
mended by Physicians,ministers and
Nurses as being the Best Family Medicine star
So every day he would come out on as possible. His time had come, how- of diseases followsan unhealthy conditionof
compounded. Any woman or child can take Ik
the liver, one of the most Important organs
the mesa and sass the armies of Israel, ever, and some days before the mes- of the body. Impure blood, broochltls, asth"Yrom my knowledge of Its Ingredients,undsv
and tell Saul that if he had a full- senger could have arrived with the sur- ma, malarial diseases,consumption,sickno circumstancescan It Injure any one using Ik
It contains no mineral or other deleterious sob*
grown man who had any sand, he would geon he breathed his last, making the headache, diseases of toe skin, kidneys, and
like to have him come over and get him characteristic request, just before heart— all may bo traced to faulty action or
dsMrvingracMUL^
merit,,“* ron®dy
torpidity of tbo liver. No other known prepg 0.CE,DbPut, Ph. O., Detroit, Midi.
measured for a pair of wings. Day dying, that he might be buried in the aratlonso rapidly and thoroughly restoresa
The only Genuine are manufactured by tbo
Addn-aa THE CHICAGO
• after day he would walk out with his fort, at the foot of the flagstaff. This disordered liver as Dr. Pierce's “Golden
LEDGER, 271 Fnnkhn atreat, Chicago, ill.
HOPS I MALT BITIEfl$ C0.,Pdr*tMkk
bomb-proof clothes on and cordially was done, a single stone, with the let- Medical Discovery." It Is pleasant lo the
invite the Israelites to come over one at ters “A. W.” marked upon it, being taste, mild but sure lo its action, and a gift
DO
FORGET
to sufferinghumanity from one of tho most
a time and let him paralyze ’em. And raised to mark the spot. For some successfulphysiciansof the age.
Davis’ Pain Killer
Saul, on behalf of his people, declined thirteen years his dust remained undisIf
you
wish
to
keep
your
horse
fat
don’t
the invitationwith thanks. He told turbed, out, in 1809, his son, Col.
allow any man to get a lion on him.— Carl
Goliath that while he would be glad to Isaac Wayne, desiring that his father’s Pretzel's Weekly
meet him for a little soft-glove tete-a- body should lie amid the scenes of his
"Man's work's from sun to sun;
WANTED
tete, he would have to decline any birth, had it exhumed and reburied in
Woman's work Is never done.”
and pays a very liberal salary, with a chance for com
meeting on a basis of open hostility. his native county. In the quaint RadWork is a necessityto all; but, upon how
worth a™ •* *
This caused the campaign to drag and nor church-yard, some fourteen miles many, women espec lally, does It fall with the
p. O. BOX 497. CHICAGO, ILL.
burden
of
tho
“last
straw,"
and
this,
because
the daily papers in Israel began to west of Philadelphia,one now finds the
•Vinegar Blttoro* k
their peculiarlydelicate constitutions
are so
criticise Saul and to ask why he did grave of the hero of Stony Point. It is
liable to functionaldoraugoment. Wo cannot come home and hoe corn instead of marked by an appropriate monument not lessen your toll, ladies, but we can make
liver and kidneys, and wfll
fooling away his time with the Philis erected by the PennsylvaniaSociety of It easier for you, by making you stronger
restorehealth, however kuk.
tinea.
the Cincinnati, bearing this inscrip- and better able to do it Dr. Plerco’s “Fat Vinegar Bitters Istha
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Just then David came down from his
sheep ranch in Independence Mountain, over against Bethlehem, Judah, on
the old California trail, to see how the
war was progressing. He wanted to
make a trip to some place where there
would be no danger of bodily harm, so
his parents thought it would be safer,
perhaps, for him to go down to the
front, “where war waged its wide desolation and threatened our land to de-

vorite Prescription"will relieve you of nervous and other weaknesses, and all the many
ills peculiarto your sex.

tion:

_

“ Major General Anthony Wayne
was born at Waynesboro, in Chester
A capital crime— well, kissing is about as
County, Pennsylvania, in 1745. After good as any of them, If we admit that kissa life of honor and usefulness he died ing Is a crime.— Somerullle Journal.
in December, 1796, at Erie, Pennsyl. Important.
vania (then a military post on Lake
When yon visit or leave New York ttty,
Erie), Commander-in-chief of the save Baggage Express&geand Carriage Hire, and
Army of the United States. His mil; stop at the Grand Union Hotel, oppositeGrand
tary achievementsare consecrated m Central Depot: 600 elegant rooma fitted np at a
cost of one million dollars, redneed to $1 and
the history of his countrymen. His re- upwards per day. European plan. Elevator,

stroy.” They told him to go down mains are here deposited.”— New York
where the two armies were engaged in Evening Post
open hostilities and they would fee

11

rt«l

rocks and sailed in.

Mr. Edward Hanlan, the great oarsman,
When Goliath came out, he turned and until his recent contest with Beach in
his nose up at David and asked him if Australia the champion of the world, may
certainlybe looked upon as an authority in
his mother knew he was out. He talked
everything affecting athletic sports. Before
mean to David, and finally told him to
leaving Australiafor this country, he wrote
come over and he would feed him to a letter in which he stated that he had used
the coyotes.
3t. Jacobs Oil with the most beneficial reThen David, in a gentlemanly way, sults. He found it a reliable remedy for
told Goliath that he didn’t claim to be muscularpains in the arms and limbs, and
much of a talker in public, but that he from his personal experiencetook great
relied on the righteousnessof his cause. pleasure in recommending it No stronger
He came not with words, and banners, proof of the truth of what is claimed for
and torchlight processions, but he St Jacobs Oil could be furnished than this,
believed he was right and came there and it will undoubtedlycarry great weight
with all thoughtful and intelligentpeople.
to prove it He was no public speaker,
he said, but he thought this thing had

]

A Mother’s Love. ;

„ '

Mr! Smiley— Better let me dairy the
goodie, my dear, and you can carry the

Delicate diseases, as nervous debility
and prematureweakness, however Induced,
radically cured. Send 10 cento In stomps for*
treatise. World's Dispensary Medical Association, 663 Main street, Buffalo, N. Y.

A Connecticut youth of 22 has Just marMrs. Smiley— No, no; you carry the
baby; I cannot trust ydu with Gyp; ried a widow of 73. He evidently wanted a

•*-

you might drop him.
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10 FEB CENT OF ILL

STOCK ON NANO:
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Price, 85 cto., 50 cts.

and S1.00 per Bottle.

Old mooch for

BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Bmk»,
I2B COLTS
Twe years old and

VERY IMPORTANT.

younger.

Cold in

the head causes much discomfort and annoyance and if of frequent
reeurrenco often produces serious results.
Tho membrane of the nasal passage becomes inflamed and stopped up, un acrid and
and'roaring
the ears ensue and the sufferer Anally discovers that he has Catarrh. This loathsome disease is by many considered incurable,but
never falls to yield to the power of Ely’s
Cream Balm. This Is an article of undoubted
merit, not a liquid nor a snuff but a pleasant, cleanly and efficacious remedy which a
child can use. It Is appliedinto the nostrils
where it Is absorbed. It opens the passages,
allays inflammation, heals all sores, cleanses
and soothes tho membranal linings and restores the senses of taste and smell. It gives
Instant relief; and a thorough treatment
will oertolnlycure. Price 60c. at druggists
or by mall.
Ely Bros., Druggists,Owego, N. Y.

Recomlrlng the pito-

OPIUM
Ann
1

1

1 ITfl The moat tosuttful and finest tontd
K II A N V 10 1118 wori4- f-ow piicm. pay-

WAN
57lIfII§l
R.U.
mBMjB

AWARE

Lorillard’s

Climax Ping

irents Wanted w* Kite and Deeds of

GSEGPAS?

“Pot up” at the Gault House.
The business man or tourist will And flrstclass accommodations
at the low price of $2
and $2.50 per day at tho Gault House, Chicago, corner Clintonand Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel is located In tho center of tho
city, only one block from the Union Depot
Elevator;all appointments flrstrcloss.
Hovt A Gates. Proprietors.

rheumatism, neuralgia,or croup In less time
than any other Liniment known. For sale
by all druggists. fSee advt next issue.]

The BUYERS' GUIDE Is
issued Sept, sad March,

Old i!k>ldierN will find Tub
Chicago Ledger one of tho most

war. Subscribefor it and make your
fireside cheerful Only $1.60 per year.
late

Sample copy two cents.

“Athlophoroft sells well, and It H perfectly reliable. I take pleasure in rocommending it to my patrons. It either benefits
or cures in every case,1'-8. M. Irwin, a leading druggist of Decfctu*,HI., gives as bis
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ton" to Actual Settlers. The most prosperous
and promlalng field for eettlenratin the U. 8. Fan
Information with good map free. Address Ulh
MUUUOin, WlscesitiCestnl k L, IllrulN, NlT

DROPS?

Good for Man and Beast! Bead This!
Army and Navy Linimentwill cure your

interesting papers for their wives and
children to be found in the country. It is
well filled with OriginalStories, Humor
and other entertainingmatter, among which
will be found “Army Reminiscences,” contributed by members of both armies of the

BOOK!

KVER IMPORTED TO AMERIOA.

marry-timo experience.—

'experience.

klu do sot _
Ws vtU MeS

HAS IMPORTED FROM fRANOK

lexas Siftings.

A.
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PrmrrT ATwr

tho testimony of the thousandswho have
tried tho Hitters, and been cured, they will
bo acting wisely.

much

1

of

Wsyns, Da Fife Co., XUlsoU,

un rivaled vegetable preparation,Dh. WalkEit’H CaliforniaVinegar Hitters, and are
suffering from dyspepsia,bilious, or other
fevers,or any disorderof the skin, k dneys,
or liver, or from impure blood, will receive

Mormons

boult

ornm^.

como to us through our senses. Nearly
all that we know we accept on tho testimony
of others. If those who have never tried that

have so

i

----- ,WU. AUloyfcMMUUu
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has

For dyspepsia, indigestion,depressionof
spirits,and general debility In their various
How Do You Pronounce Them!
forms; also, as a preventiveagainst fever and
Here are twenty words selectedwhile ague, and other intermittent fevers, the
"Ferro-Phosphorated
Elixir of Calisaya,"
reading a daily newspaper
" ‘ ~ as. (There is made by Caswell Haaard A Co., of Now York,
not a “catch‘word”in the Kst/ 'Look and sold by all druggists, is tho best tonic;
hem up and see how many of them you and for patients recovering from fever or
pronouncecorrectly: Tirade, Ornate, other sickness it has no equal

gone far enough. He then surprised
Goliath with a moss agate behind the
ear. The gentlemanfrom Gath fell to
earth with a “sickening thud,” and
. David cut his head off with the giant’s
own sword. From these injuries Goliath
never fully recovered, and finally de- Decorous, Research, Resource, Contumely, Conversant, Hyperbole,Moleceased.
Then the men of Israel and Judah cule, Docile, Melodrama, Mercantile,
Misconstrue,* Mythology,Nauseous,
rose up and whooped with a loud voice
and pursued their enemies, and they Pomade, Provocative, Sacrifice, Brofed the fowls of the air with Philistine mide, and Topographic.
on toast for forty days, and David be“Two hundred and FORTY bones in
came solid with the king and made
money and swore his good clothes every he human body,” is the way it reads
day. Wherever he went he was re- in the books, bat a short acquaintance
garded as a great success, and all the with a boarding-housemattress will
giants weryierfectlyfriendly toward make almost any man of spare build bet
lis last collar button there hasn’t been
a fair count.

can

|Ut to AUtophwM. If yos
tosMthlnf ,to, b«t srdw si

A book criticism:“This hook is printed
on wretched paper. What a pity to waste
paper In that way.”— Boston Beacon.
only a

MoYfovAs
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Timbertin Alaska.

Of all our knowledge,

free,

rzwttIf0*1
wisps, asriasrt
a
ATHLG-

Restaurantsupplied with the best Horse cabs,
stage,and elevated railroad to all depots. Families can live better for lees money at the Grand
Union than at any flrst-classhotel in tho city.

perfectlyeasy about him, but they cautioned him not to wander away from
Alaska forests contain enough timthe army into the woods and get lost. ber to supply the world. The forests
Just as David got to the front Goli- of pine, spruce, fir, and hemlock cover
ath came out and spoke with a loud every island of the archipelago and a
voice and cried out and defied the ar- goodly portion of the mainland.
mies of Israel, and Saul’s army scatThe trees are straight and tall and
tered and fell over each other trying to grow close together. The only sawget into the woods, and behold there mill at present in operation is at Dougwere not trees enough for all the sol- las Island, and so far there has not
diers of the armies of Israel to climb. been a cord of timber cut for shipment.
And David was disgusted,and told The trees, as a rule, do not always cut
, Saul that he would like to go out and up into good-sized boards. For fuel,
fight the Philistine if some courageous however, the wood is excellent, and
Israelite would come along and hold much of it is available for building
his coat for him. Everybody laughed purposes. There is little decorative
at David, and his brothers especially, wood, although the yellow pine is richas soon as they had stopped running ly colored and might be used to adand got behind a tree, and recovered vantage in interior work. Alaska spruce
their breath, began to ridicule David. is an excellent variety, and often measBut David insisted on it, and told Saul ures five feet in diameter.
that one time when a mountain lion and
It is considered the best spruce in
a grizzly bear came and carried off sev- the world, and the supply is very
eral of nis father’s sheep he ran after abundant. In the interior the counthem and overtook them, and after he try timber is of much heavier growth
had knocked the lion silly with his than near the coast and on the islands.
fist he ran his hand down the bear’s Regarding the hemlock, there is a
throat, caught him by the tail, and large supply, and the bark compares
turaed him wrong side out The king favorably with that of all the Eastern
said: “Well, did you really do that? trees used in tanning establishments.
If you did I’ve a good notion to give
No one has yet attempted to comyou the freedom of the Philistine camp, pute the value of the Alaska forests.
and if you will bring me Goliath’s It may be they will not be necessary for
•calp, stretched on a shingle, I will years to come, but whenever wood
* give you all the money you want and grows scarce elsewhere,or whenever
my only daughter, for I’d just as soon civilization fastens itself upon Alaska,
tell you in confidence, that this side- the timber of the region will be found
ehow giant is getting to be a perfect ready at hand and existing in rich proeye-sore to me, and between yob and fusion. Calculatingonly approximateme, I think he is overdoing this thing ly the value of our possessionsto-day,
and making a nuisance of himself.”
the forests must be considered.PracSo David said he would go, and Saul tically inexhaustible,they add most
dressed him up in a railroadiron over- materially to the wealth of the Terricoat, but the boy couldn’t handle it. tory.— <San Francisco Chronicle.
He took off the fire and burglar-proof
The World’s Champion.
overcoat, and filled his pockets full of

boat remedy dlacorered, for
promotingdigestion,eating
headacheand Increasingtho
vital powers. Send for mad*
leal book,
•* i
H. McDonald Prog Co., 60 WashingtonBt, H. W[

each year. «p-»50 pages,
1Y% Inches, with over
r 3,000 Ulustamtious —
a
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TREATED FREE.
DR. H. H. GREEN,
A

Specialistfor Eleven Years Fast,

1

GIVES WholesaleHPiiees
direct to consumers on all goods for
personalor family use. Tells how to
order, and gives exact cost of everything you use, eat, drink, wear, or

nave fan with. These INVALUABLE
BOOKS contain information gleaned
the markets of the world. We
will mail m copy FREE to any address upon receipt of 10 cts. to defray
expense of mailing. Let us hear from
Respectfully,

you.
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Thb U. 8. Government' aro using large
numbers of The Improved Howe Scales.
Borden, Seilcck & Co., Agents, Chicago, III
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Straighten your

old boots and shoes with
Lyon’s Heel Stiffeners,and wear them again.
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Did you Suppose Mustang Liniment only
for

horses?

good
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Clear Skin

is only a part ofbeauty;
but it is a part Every lady

may have
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RANTERS & SONS, Otto
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Jewelry, Welches,

templaUonwas not bed enough
comee to us, we often go to it.
In certain company wo know we muatibe
tempted in certain ways, and yet we go
it

In certain places we are sure

into it;

to

In

Toothache....

Lameness

mond-pinned,jewel-fingered high license
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by

a low

the bloated bar-tender of
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life, be

must last for

and stimulantsuse

that longer short,
so that what

this np,

might last many years, is expended

few. We may

hear

it

whereas

reserve power

which

it
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by and

by may be

in vain.— Dr. R. E.
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I
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Sleighs of Every Description.

the Goods are warranted

FARMERS

and

COST.

OTHERS

within^ anythingin my linemando no better than

made work in

trouble to .how Good,. o

A SONS.
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on hand which 1 propoie to sell at

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

2S-8m

which I will sell at astonishingly low prices in
order to make room for my fait stock.
,

Holland, Mich., May

1884.

12,

Call

huntley, Genuine Cyclone

jas.

are anperior, while in

they beat eTenrthing.The dash la sinew device
which cannot be broken.

SAUER ARE LAWS 5MELEE5,

and examine and give me
[J.

I

a trial.

FLIEMAN,

Bollard, Mich. Oct. 8ajl88!.
is

going on in the stock of

Dry Goods
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torp"dliver.

Heath.

The encouragement of drunkenness for . back
the sake of gaining

of
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and a

2S YEARS IN

said “Oh, that put

life into me,”

wished for

a

in

n

and other bualnesa buildings.Also for

R. RANTERS
HollarD, Mich., July 10,
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certain amount of innate vital force which

b

SPECTACLES

always in Block. All plumbing warranted.

provided with a

The largest assortment of

&£ o ar

Milwaukee.These cuttere for ease and comfor

to be just as represented.
I am prepared to do repairing land en
Indestructible Hose, Hose Reels, graving promptly and in the best manner
Sprinkler*, Fountain*, Jets, Etc
Gome and examine our stock. No

W. Bain.
is

,

of

band a large assortment of
ron ,

for which we keep on hand ail modern fixtures,
There la nothing in the line of plumbing that we
cannot do or supply.

Remember that Dr. Thomas* Edectrie 03

Watches at Rea- NorthwesternSleigh Company,

Silver

I also keep

!R/S

made bj the

ever displayed in this city.

make water connectionsfor

BARBER SHOPS,

Days
Minutes

makes a fool of the fine gentleman,the

Every living being

to

DWELLINGS,

doggery den at five cents a drink? One
other heaves the sot into the gutter.-

are

HOTELS.

Croup H wffl tasa to 5 Blautw, and potltWaly
cart any cast when oaad at the outset.

dealer out of a cut-classdecanter, and that

and are prepared

M'

sonable Prices.

Licensed Plumbers id i a

“

5

Palnof Scald."

dia-
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Deafness ...... “ s
Pain of Burn.." 5

effect of
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SoreThroat.."
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intoxicating liquor furnished by
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reasonable prices.
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“
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the difference in the

which they
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DIAMONDS,

GOODS,

DR. THOMAS* ECUCTRIC OIL hm
(uopifctoncaa funush on apfftcatkm.

be tempted and tried by us.

is

WARRANTED

made the follovtag err**, woof of vtuck the

meet with temptation belonging to the
place, yet there we go. If we expect miracles to be wrought on our behalf, and
that we are to be kept holy while we
choose bad companions, we make a great
mistake. We cannot look to God to help
us when we tempt Him, so far as He can

What

has in Block a number of the

**

As if

FLIEMAN

J.

always carry a fall supply of

“All

when

The popular wagon manofacturer

-dealer

Meeting Temptation.
Itit votderful tnd nincnloatcom.’
The a ui railed ud peertcu medicine*.
And note the following

Breyman

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.

Estimates given for
kinds

at

all

& .Groceries,

the store

o£

of buildings, fin-

B. WYrHOFF,

ished and completed.

mind,

perate form of anamination than baa ever
been adopted by the bravos of any age
-

K,

country.—

. RwJan.
„
,

or

wearlaeaa,Dtalneaa, Plnttarlai at she

I

kaAMtha DTea. Haadaebo
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PlauiugandEMawingl^^^lp

DO 11, lain oiaoruer anu souse u* uuu»wura
lassitude, or languor, la one of Nature'!
warnings of the consequences of neglect.

done on short notice.

Etc., iu endless variety.

Some one has said we cannot, by even
the most vigorous efforts, sweep away the

Stairs,

we can climb so high above
them as to reach the clear atmosphere
overhead; and he who rides with God,
rides upon the heavens, far above all
earth-born clouds.— DannoA Whitall Smith.
clouds, but

Doors, Blinds,

HIT *
Scraping. __
benefit
-----TITUS
Gbat Hair

Harrisburg,

says: “Having received so

from Electric Bitters, I

much

feel it

my

duty

to

humanity know it. Have

let suffering

naming sore on my
years; my doctors told me
had

111.,

a

matantaneouaiyr’’'
Sold

amputated.
of Electric

1mm

Secure Healthy

Purely ft

Electric Bitters are sold at fifty cents a
at

Ague Cure

Instltntes.

stimulates the action

aminers.

cleansesthe blood of malar*

of the liver,

and rouses the system to renewed vigor. Warranted to cure Fever

^

u

10.
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constipatedcondition

of the bowels, or serious resultssurely fol-

plaints and

A Good Clean Shave.'
A Scientific Haircut or

by snmmer com-

.

I

I

any time.
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FUST-CUSS

TOILET

WATEE FOR

SALE

!

W. BAUMGARTEL.
Bollard, Mich.. March

.tiy Hot English!

19,

1885.

ISO
Bent

ouinquennial catalogue the names of
the graduates now appear, as it were,
in disguise, and are often unintellupble
except to good Latin scholars. There
was a time when Latin was the language of the learned world, ahdthat
was not many years ago. But we had
no modern literature until Latin was
discarded,and our best writers and

make u^Toi thel^guage^of
life. — Demores f 8 Monthly.

every-day
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Mill

of Ottawa, Bute of Michigan, on the 6th day

Angnat, A. D. 1885, at 11V o’clock,a. m., In liber
mortgage!, on page 90S,
mortgages,
908, and which mortgagt
mortgage
contains a power of aale which has become oper
stive by said defanltin payment; and no suit at law
or in eqnity having been institutedto recover the
debt secured by said mortgage,or the money due

ami!

Lieutenant-Governor in the west-

Jewelry and Clocks.

ern part of the Commonwealthnsed
to be famous for proposing a comproIiuac «u
uro ooviacuicuv
umoieuct5«
mise
in the
settlementvi
of uu
oil differences

—

thereon,
...v.wM, —
and upon which
•« m.wm mortgage
mortgagethere Is
—
claimedto be dae at the date of thla notice the
cam of seven hundred and twenty-sevendollars
and twenty ilx cents, (1797.26.) (The last payment make on said mortgage waa on the 94th day

on hand a

full line of

j

C
I?
OJtlivi 1 A

T 170
H O

NOTHING NEW!
only that the

^

Janaary. A. D. 1871.) Notice, therefore,is here*
by given that the eald mortgage will be foreclosed
by a sale of the mortgaged premisesdescribed in
laid mortgage to aatufy the amonnt due thereon,
interestfrom thie date, and cost* of foreclosing,at
public auction or vandne to the highest bidder on
tha 24tli day of
A
1885,
at one o'clock in the afternoon of that dav, at the
front door of the Oourt House in the city of Grand
Haven, In the Connty of Ottawa, and State of
Michigan, that being the place where the Circuit
Court for said county la held. The mortgaged
premlaeeto be sold are described In said mortgage
aa follows,via: All that certain piece or parcel of
_
__
__ _
Im
in the county
counpr of
land, situate, lying and being In
Ottawa and State of Michigan known and described
as follows to- wit: The southwest fractionalQuarter
of section twenty-one. In town five, north of range
sixteen west, containingsixty-four acre*, more or
lees
Dated Grand Bavau, Ottawa Connty, Michigan,
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SILVERWARE
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^

J

MoBami, ^

FAXITTS
are

being sold

THAN

SUPERIOR PAINT,

For Information and illnatrated.aamplebook,
call

at

A young man

writes to
about the best pattern of

mi

mS

omern nut

w

Bollard, Mlcb.^Oct^t,

c

'

hurch.

WIXiMS

Wont! Drin
AND WOODEN PUMPS,

Will!’ celilintet

Well!

!

,

Porcelain-lined, •Iron-lined, Maple
and all the dlflerenthinds of pumpa.plpe and iron.

of opinion in which he was concerned. I
r>
'T' \ r*
i
On one occasionthe church with which
Li JL
•
CHEAPER
EVER BEFORE I
be was connected was rent by a fierce
a
contest as to whether the congregation
My stock of
should turn their backs upon the minister and face the choir during the
We guarantee that a gallon will cover 275
singing or should pursue the more modIs unsurpassedin this city.
equanfeet, two coats, and that they are a
ern method of simple rising in their
seats with faces turned toward the pulMcBRIDS, Attiffim ofMortow
pit The war closed by the acceptance Particular attention is called to the fact An8GEOBGi8W.
Axilxt k
^
that all my goods are first-classand are
a proposition of the LieutenantAUonmfor AtsUjMtof MorU/aQi.
sold at low prices.
Governor that the congregation should
to any in the market.
lace the side of the house during the
Gome la usd see
musical exercises.—Bo* ton Bulletin.
a
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of

Moraato,

1 also keep

m.

IliMfsiii
30 of
80

Silverware, Platedware,

Compromiser.

and Snuffs

ol

Gold 80(1 PlBtOll diajllS.
MdiMM*
IaaIta
Ladies’ and Gents' Lockets,

l

Navy Clippings

_

u

IV

Cut

i

____

H. WYKRUYSEN.
Sealer In
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oommenoementprogramme and

A

Rose Lad, Fine

Holland, Ottawa connty, Michigan,and the
assignmentof mortgage was recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds, of the county of fR_ the
_
__
tawa, state of Michigan, on
itxth day of Ang.
.........
*; a. m.,
net, Al D.
1885,
o’clock
m. in Liber 30 of
tbe4
4th day of Ang
mort gages, on page 202, iand onn the
--------waa assigned by
___D, 1885,
__ ___
mortgage
nst, A.
said m
Peter Mulder, sole residuary,legatee and
-------executor
of the last will and testament of the estate of Willem J. Mulder, deceased,of Laketown, Allegan
connty, Michigan, to George W. McBride, of the

der, of

Certain of our colleges make a parade
of their learning by publishing their
cataloguesand official circulars in Latin. The graduates of Harvard in New
York City have petitioned the college
authoritiesto use English hereafter.

thinkers

PREPARED by

fashion.
Winter, of the same place, and recorded in the of
flee of the Resiater of Deeda. of the connty of Ottawa, state of Michigan, on the 17th day of November,
at v
8 o’clock •In the afternoon,
vcuiircif A. D. 1885,
•wv, »«>
i
Id Llber^G” of mortgages, on page 41^ Sudmwt-

fl^ned^aSd Martin \/inter^to*V?ill#m’j.
kitS-

In the

vltlatea Diooaii

Ladies hair cleaned and dressed in the latest

this is

medicines.

“““^ttat^can radicallypurify the,
'

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

Defanlt having been made In the conditiona of
A ~r
_ _ —
MB A • a minty.
__

'K.r.w^'SS,

Invigorating Shampoo r Ayert Sartaparlllai^

Mortgage Sale,

Dr. Schouten’s
Compound Byrup of Rhubarb. Sold by
all dealer! in

Trust Nothing Else

yon can get a

The most effecientand recog-

nized remedy for

will do well to

! !

at

es-

malignantdiarrhoea often with

fatal results.

edy has afforded health to the suffajera
by whom It was employed. Druggists

1883.

14,

BILLY’S TONSORIAL PARLORS

For sale at the drag store of H. Walsh.

Protect your Children.
pecially are attacked

Holland, June

ISURPHY BROS^

“sate
upon us when children

WYNHOFF.

B.

Q has won th* favor of

Bitten.

is

ilillsslp!

aa
the

Bradford. Ps.

The season

*

3V

24-151

idaaaoftbeoildom.
A. L. SMITH.

chronic complaints.Burdock Blood

of Cures

Goods delivered free of charge.

low, such as piles, impure blood, and

many

-

Gha*ttk*nih* leid ta
theuks of that clau of
itmedlca,and ha* given
almost universal sansfac-

and Ague.
a

-

ALBERT LABUIS, Stc'u.

Zeblard, Mich.. July

ial poison,

Never Neglect

Needle Gas Lamp. ^Myriads

All applicants for let or 2nd grade certificates
will please appear at the regular examination,
Oct. 80. An allowance
ulowa will hereafter be made on
the average standing of applicants for attendance
at teachers’
_
By order of Ottawa Connty Board of School Ex-

25

cents per box by H. Walsh.
Ayer’s

|

1888.

These lamps are a great im
provement on all other lamps
•'
)oth as to quantity of oil
Sept. 25, at Coopersuille; used and the amount of light
October 80, at Grand Haven, which - they give. Call and
(Regular.)
see them.

zciaUe; Its Griping. Pries 25c. Ali DruggiiM

be relied upon,

debility caused by these diseases.

HUNTLEY.

Notice to Teachers.

bib

teller* all

27,

remedy that can

in all cases, to eradicate the talntof hered-

for the celebrated

The following acbedale of times and places for
holding pabllc examinationsof teachers has been
arranged by the Ottawa County board of School
Examiners for the fall of 1685:
1885:

lioue trouble*.

Salve, and my leg is now sound and well.”

and Bucklen’sArnica Salve

va

action to the Id

Bitten and seven boxes Bucklen’sArnica

battle,

JAS.
Holland. May

Ii the only

have the agency in this city

I

street,

near the corner of Tenth street,

WhW Yprlu

I would have

I used, instead, three bottles

DraggiiU, or

and Shop on River

Office

Ayers Sarsaparilla^

and complete line of

always on hand.

furnished.

T^WMirSlRlIlAR

leg for eight

to have the bone scraped or leg

by

full

CROCKERY

made and

Whisdrs changed to a

1
I

A

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.,

or

| An End to Bona
Edward Shepherd, of

Hand Hailing, Sash

SoS?0*

